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Torn
Underwood, the genial
newspaper ed tor from Lexineton who was defeated for United V clume Twenty-One
States Senator in the November
election wrote us a little note the
other day. Senator
Underwood New Junior Women
was keenly disappointed in the To Be Entertained
pesults of the election and wrote:
"The only cheerful note that I
The fourteen new members to
Department of the
have had about the election is the Junior
your rabbit poem." (News Nov. Fulton Woman's Club_will be entertained with a Christmas party
2L)
in their honor on December 2.
The Lion's Club Minstrel will
Mrs. David Hamra is program
no doubt have as a part of Its in- chairwoman for the party and the
teresting program in the future a male quartet composed Of John
homecoming feature. Here for the Wilkey, Vyron
Mitchell, Elbert
event were two beloved old-time Johns and J. C. Suggs will furminstrelers Bobby Snow and Cor- nish special Christmas music.
delta and Bradley Emerson. Cordelia has pounded many a note on
Beloved Music Teacher
the piano for the
minstrel and
Bradley's incomparable acts have Dies Saturday Morning
been keenly missed. Bobby too,
Saturday morning just before
has added much to the minstrels in
noon, Mrs. R. S. Matthews, wellthe past and we know that they
known teacher of voice and piano
must have immerisly enjoyed the for
the past fifty years, died at
performances this week as they
the Jones Hospital following a
get bigger and better.
stroke. She had not been in good
health for the
past several
Nothing but raves have gone months.
the way of Lorene Hughes for
When she was four years old
her direction and planning of the
parents,
Lion's Club
minstrel this year. she moved ,with her
Duni from
Israel
Sometimes we wonder how we Maria and
ever got along without Lorene's Amanda, Ohio 'to this community
help in the many activities under- where she continued for the rest
taken by the city. She and Bud of her life. She attended the Chicertainly are a welcome addition cago Conservatory of Music. She
to the civic and social life of Ful- was a member of the First Methton and we hope that their stay odist Church, Music Department
here will put them on the old- of-the Fulton Woman's Club and
timer list. Lorene is a wonder. the Royal Neighbors of America.
Funeral services were conductShe never takes a job unless she
devotes her full time, whole- ed Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock
Methodist Church
hearted efforts to the project and at the First
when its done there can never be with Rev. Carl Robbins officiatanything but the highest compli- ing. Burial was in Fairview cemements for her work. In the Wo- tery under direction of the Whitman's Club, in the Country Club, nel Funeral Home.
in , the Drama department and
Surviving the deceased are two
everywhere she is called upon to daughters, Mrs. Paul A. Roper of
help she does so cheerfully and Fulton and Mrs. C. C. Bright of
well. Bud does his share in the Memphis; one son, Robert Dum
Lion's Club and other civic Matthews of Fulton; two brothgroups and they're both a couple ers, George E. Dum of Columbus,
of hard-working, popular folks. Ohio, and
Hamer S. Dum of
Portland, Oregon; one grandMay all your projects be suc- daughter, Mrs. Gerald Roper of
cesses Lorene and Bud and please Ailton; three grandsons, Robert
accept this little "obit" as com- Whitesell Roper, Robert David
ing from the very heart of our and John Bright Matthews and
"flowers for the living depart- three
grandchildren,
Donna,
ment."
Michael and Stephen Roper.
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Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, November 28, 1952

MRS. MATTIE VINCENT SENDS ARTICLE
ABOUT"HANGING' OF WELL KNOWN MAN
The editors of the News like
nothing better than to get articles
and letters from its subseribers.
We have had in our files a nice
long letter fro mour friend, Mrs.
Mattie Vincent who sent a story
about J. 0. Vincent, a well known
and beloved character in Weakley
County. The article concerned the
"hanging" of Mr. Vincent and
was previously printed in the
Philadelphia Record on October
31, 1909. The article is too long
to be reprinted in one issue so
we will run it in installments beginning this week. Mr. Vincent
has many relatives living in and
around Fulton.
The first installment follows:
"AN EXPERIENCE IN HANG-
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STILL, ATTEBERRY
HEAD POLIO DRIVE

PAYMENTS MADE TO
FULTON COUNTIANS

THERE'S SUNSHINE AT MILTON SCHOOL

OZ 29'

More than one hundred Pipeline dealers and employees of this
area were entertained by Jones
dr Grooms of Fulton with a delicious barbecue dinner in the Rose
Room of Smith's Cafe, Thursday
night.
The principal speaker for the
event was Howard Hutchens, special representative of the Gillette
Division of the U. S. Rubber Company, Elau Claire, Wis.
This event is an annual occasion and it is sponsored jointly by
the Continental Oil Company and
the Gillette Division of the U. S.
Rubber.

METHODIST MISSION
IS FINE SUCCESS

WEATHER OUTSIDE IS FRIGHTFUL BUT

•411

Jones & Grooms Honor
Employees at Rose Room

Icy County, Tennessee, lives one
of the most picturesque charact
era in the State. hn 0. Vincent
Is known by
people in his
home county
their own representative in
- and he
knows them as well as they know
him. He is getting old now, and
his hair is as white as cotton. But
his step is firm afid he is just as
jolly as if he were barely thirty.
He is short and heavy, his forehead broad and ;prominent and
his jaw firm, and truth is shining
from his eyes, unless it is when
you catch him with a "story" to
telL It is then that his sharp little
eyes twinkle and snap, as scene
after scene is laid before you. It is
then that he is in his element. Yet,
on occasions, he ean be as sober
While the
county gradually
"John 0. Vincent, of Tennessee, and sympathetic as the
most
Tells How It Felt When Tried In sanctifieldly correct preacher you overcomes the scare of its recent
polio
season,
Ira
Kane, Fulton
Play And How He Got Even With ever saw. And not only is he notChum.
ed for his stories but times with- County Chairman for the March
of Dimes today announces the
out number he has
conducted
By J. 0. Vincent
funeral services or been chosen to chairmen for the 1953 drive. Mr.
In the northern part of Weak- deliver messages of condolenee. Kane has appointed Justin Atteof
At such times as these there is not berry, Circuit Court Clerk
the least bit of latighter or fun to Hickman to head the drive in that
be seen about him—his voice is end of the county and Rev. L. R.
low, full of sympathy and tears, Still pastor of the First Christand his eyes show the sorrow that ian Church on this end.
The appointment of both men
he feels.
And too, he is a great lover of assures the success of next year's
drive as both men are tireless
A total of 9,522 persons were old-fashioned singing
convenwon to Christ and the Church by tions. He is leader of several of workers in community projects.
the Methodist United Evangelistic these, and they meet often in the Mr. Atteberry, a public official
for many years has had wide exMission in Kentucky and western country
school
houses
and
Tennessee, it has been announced churches, and he never fails them perience in fund-raising. He is
here.
unless there is illness in his fam- popular all over the county and
The announcement was made ily. His voice is strong and full knows the principles for getting
by Bishop William T. Watkins, and makes every person present good solicitors to bring about a
Louisville, head of The Methodist wish they, too, could really and successful campaign.
Brother Still, the genial ministChurch in Kentucky and western truly sing. Above everything else
er who has taken great interest
Tennessee and general chairman and every
other
voice in the in all
of the mission.
house, can be heard the bell-like well civic projects similarly is
qualified to
"All our churches have been in- tones that come from the very of Dimes drive head the March
here.
vigorated by the crusade," said soul of John Vincent.
Mr. Kane's work in the March
His is known to everybody of
Bishop Watkins. "Spiritual moDimes effort has received comsimply as "John". His schooling
rale is at a new high level."
mendation from all State leaders.
"Well over 10,000 persons will consisted of but three months in The campaign which he headed
be added to the churches of Ken- his entire life, yet he has repre- last year collected the largest sum
tucky and western Tennessee as a sented his count'in the Legisla- of money ever received in a polio
.d, too, and can drive.
result of the mission," said Bishop ture. He is wail
egt sinWaticins, "It •is
great victory.- write altd etia.
der
the
sun.
e
truly a selfPerhaps, though the most signifimade
man,
and
got
it
all
by
hard Fultonians'Sister
cant contribution
was that the
Buried In Dresden
10,000 persons who visited pros- study.
Writes Up His Town
pects learned that a layman can
Miss L,etie Clement, beloved
correspondent
It
is
as
of
his
do personal evangelistic work
quite as effectively as a minister." weekly home paper that the peo- Cumberland Presbyterian minister
for many years in West Kenple see most of him. Not a week
passes but that he has a long two tucky and West Tennessee, died
suddenly
in Nashville
or three volume letter from what
Monday
he calls the "City of Ruthville" morning. She was the teacher of
It is a place of about fifty inhabi- Bible at a Presbyterian School in
tants, and one or two small stores. Nashville at the
time of her
He has every "street" named and death.
Miss Clement is well known by
Public assistance payments for every house numbered — and the
October totaled 3,307,421 or $504,- way he writes about them is a many in this section, having ser954 above the sum paid
during caution. It was in this weekly let- ved as minister of the Bayou "de
Mt.
September, Aaron Paul, director ter of his that I got the gist of the Chien, Union Church and
of the Department of Economic story of his hanging and his re- Zion churches for several years.
Dresden
Security's Division of Public As- venge. When F went to him his She was pastor of the
eyes twinkled like little stars and Cumberland Presbyterian Church
sistance, reported today.
his laugh rang out loud and long. for 17 years.
The increase was made primar"You want it all" said he.
Funeral services were conductily because of
additional sums "You want it just as it
happened? ed Wednesday afternoon at the
made available by the Congress Well, there is
not very much to Cumberland Presbyterian
Church
and anticipated balances of state tell, but I guess
I'm the only liv- in Dresden, with Bro. Ramer
of
funds resulting from case load re- ing man in
Weakley County who McKenzie officiating and
assisted
ductions in the field of the aged, has ever been
hanged. And for a by Bro. Richardson, Bro.
Hodge
dependent
children and needy while I thought I would
not last of Memphis and
Bro Bill Matblind.
long, too. But this is getting too thews. Burial was in
the Dresden
Payments in Fulton County for fast — let me begin at the becemetery.
October were $20,402 of which en/ling.
She is survived by three sisters,
$13,132 was for old age assistance,
$6,933 for aid to dependent chil- (Read all about the "hanging" Mrs. Lee Myrick and Mrs. Ethel
of this city and Mrs. H.
next week)
dren and $337 for aid to the needy
0. Cashon of Dresden. J. J. Cleblind.
ment also of Fulton is a cousin of
Local Delegation Attend the
deceased.

Funeral services were held
Wednesday in Mayfreld for Mrs.
R. L. Dunning who died Monday
night in a Mayfield hospital after
a lengthy illness.
Mrs. Dunning was the mother
of Mrs. R. E. Hylanciof this city
and has many friends here.
Surviving the deceased are two
daughters, Mrs. Hyland of this
city and Mrs. Robert Oliver
of
Discovery of previously unde- Mayfield and four grandchildren,
teced diabetics, whose lives can Johnny, Jean, Bebby and
Kathy
be. saved through knowledge of Hyland of this city.
condition, was the obtheir
ject of the second annual.,stateDrive Union City Sponsors
elide Diabetes Detection
November 16-22 by Christmas
sponsored
Parade
the Kentucky State Medical Association in cooperation with the
On December 2 Union City
American Diabetes Association.
business men will sponsor
a
Morse, M. D., Louis- Christmas parade which promise
Carlisle
ville, Chairman of the Kentucky to be the best ever held in that
State Medical Association Diabet- town. Many characters from chiltake
their
es Committee, announced today dren's fiction will
that all physicians, laboratories places in this event.
and hospitals in Kentucky have
Some 15 floats, gaily decorated
again asked to participate in a cars and a kiddie band composed
nationwide campaign to discover of Mrs. Burns' kindergarten puunknown pils will take part in the colorful
the million estimated
diabetics in the United States by procession.
giving Vri:"; tellts to all who present therriselvee.
Governor Lawrence Vietherby
has Issued a proclamation urging
timport of this non-fund raising
health campaign.
"The greatest single problem in
conquering diabetes lies in early
The winter months may bring believable. The principal of the
discovery of the condition in the some fearful weather this year, school, Mrs. A. Z. Tucker, who
individual", Dr. Morse said. "Al- but to the students and the teacb has taught in the local schools for
most without exception, the dia- era at the Milton School there nearly 25 years, was as pleased
betic person can live an active, will always be sunshine in their as punch. She had a right to be,
happy life, if he is aware that he hearts. It was put there by the for she endured the hardships and
is diabetic and conforms to the good people Of Fulton who voted the inconveniences
with patifew simple rules that liviPg with a 2100,000 bond issue last year so ence so that now the joy of the
the ailment imposes, It is the pur- that the school children of the new repairs are greater than ever
Detection Fulton schools might have need- anticipated.
pose of the Diabetes
Drive to help every citizen— ed repairs and improvements tq
The students too feel great sathimself—learn the existing school facilities.
without cost to
lefaction and joy at the renovated
whether he is one of the million
Ter
Ne- rooms. The two-torie green floors
At the Milton School
who unknowingly
Americans
was
groes the need
probably are kept spotless, the rest-rooms
,
have diabetes".
greater than at any of the other with new equipment are clean
windows
schools in the city. The heating and orderly and the
system yea the eld-Iallhioned coal have been gaily decorated by the
Ralph Puckett On
students
autumn
drab
with
leaves
and
were
stove type. The Walls
U.S. S. Eldorado Air and sorely in need of paint. The bright ornaments that the studwind- ent made themselves.
, Ralph Puckett, son of Mr. and floors needed work and the
The Parent-Teachers AssociaPuckett of this city, ows welcomed the strong winds
Mrs. Carl
will be leaving the States Soon af- inside and everything was in a tion of the Milton School is doing
collpase.
near
state
of
its
share to show proper appreciJepiti.
He is
ter Christmas for
Now all that is changed. Bright ation for the work done by the
serving aboard the USS Eldorado.
His address is: 'Ralph H. Puck- green walls have replaced the un- school officials. They have placed
ett, SA; 2976174; UM Eldorado; painted ones. New and modern potted plants around the rooms
auditorium and
AGC 11; let Div e/o FPA; San "blackboards" are now the latest and the small
in green slate. The windows are have put new window shades in
Francisco, Chillf.
what is more the some of the rooms. They plan to
airtight and
Miss 90tan Adams, of Jackson, whole atmosphere is one of equip the whole wheel with new
Tenn, spent the week-end with warmth and happinete. The News shades. Its all • very pleasant
prem- state of affair*.
her Oirents, Mr. and Mrs. IL H. editor made a tour of the
Indeed, readin` ritin' and rithMisses Peggy Walker mid Aiice ises het week and having known
the old betiding, the new sur- metic is a lay to behold at Millen
, Stearlilitist„„both studerits t Union roundings
were Almost un- and the days go Merrily along.

DIABETIES FINDING
PROGRAM SUCCESS

311
8'
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— The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory

Ky. C. of Commerce

The local delegation of businessmen, composed of Joe Hall,
David Homra, C. H. McDaniel, Al
T. Owens, Russell Johnson, C. E.
Hughes, James Meacham, Ft. W.
Burrow, Warren Graham,
Ira
Kane, F. A. Homra and
Homer
Wright, was the largest in attendance at the Kentucky Chamber
of Commerce
Meet
held last
Thursday pi Kentucky Dam Village. Twenty cities were represented at the meeting.
Frank Smith, sales representative of the Kawneer Corporation
of Niles, Mich., made the principal address in which he stressed
the need for the modernization of
Main Street. Also Walter Coche,
chairman of the industrial relacommittee of the
State
tions
Chamber of Commerce, presented
in his talk the five required needs
to make a good city; 'namely, intelligent labor supply, adequate
transportation facilities, adequate
power facilities, good churches,
good schools and good recreational facilities.

Victory Homemakers
Have Pot-Luck Tonight
The Victory homemakers will
have a pot-luck supper tonight at
7:30 p. m at the Palestine community hewn.
Mrs. Aubrey Bondurant will direct folk gasses after supper.

TOM Dt
WAR T

YS DEMOCRATS PLANNED
a°44/444-7L PROSPERITY

The following letter was
id a majority in both Houses
to the News by Tom Doughty against him, and the
Republicans
who violently disagrees with hog-tied him. When he
would
the Democratic views of this pa- for things for the bettermentask
of
per. Although the editors do not the Nation,
the
Republicans
concur in Mr. Doughty's views blocked him. So the overall
result
about the policies of the Demo- was a downward trend
in everycratic Administration we accord thing, but remember, when Clevehim the same privilege of free- land put us on the Gold Standard,
dom of expression as we enjoy the world said the United States
under the constitutional right of was on as sound money basis as it
Freedom or the Press. His let- could possible be put on . . and
ter follows:
we stayed on the Gold Standard
until the Money Changer came aTo the Editor,
long, the Dead God, Mr. Rosensmalt, who devalued the dollar to
Fulton County News
approximately 371
/
2c.
Fulton, Kentucky.
The people think they are livIn advance, I wish to thank you ing in luxury, but they don't stop
for the privilege of answering to think or care that this artifical
some letters which have appeard prosperity is caused
by the
in your paper, and I am proud to American boys blood saturating
do so as follows:
the foreign soil. It is true that
Here is my version of our pre- under Mr. Hoover, this country
sent situation: going
back to was not in debt 260 billion dolPresident Cleveland, elected in lars, and as stated by Mr. Cleve1885 to 1889, a Democrat, was land, a good old-fashioned Demoone of the men who put us on the crat, who had a Republican House
Gold Standard, and under his against him. He was not to blame,
reign we had
prosperous times. the Republicans were the cause
Then came Benjamin
Harrison, of the depression. The same thing
1889-1893; then Grover Cleveland happened to Hoover. The Demowas re-elected in 1893-1897, and crats caused the depression and
there was the worst Depression in no thinking person can deny this.
Cleveland's own party called
history, much worse than in 19291933. Mr. Cleveland was in the him a Gold-bag Democrat. After
the depression in his .last adminisame position Mr. Hoover was.
stration, Old Mark Hanna was
Speaker of the House, and a cartoon was printed
Milan Doctor To
showing him
sitting in a big arm chair with the
Come To Fulton
money bag on his knee, him holdDr. E. F. Crocker, of Milan, ing the bag with a tight grip, sayTennessee, will arrive in Fulton, ing: "When I speak the bag will
December 3, to
take over the open." Was Grover Cleveland the
practice of Dr. Walter B. Grenell, cause of this? Not at all. Even
who has been called to report for back in Hoover days, the American boys were not dying in forservice in the U. S. Navy.
Haws Memorial Hospital will eign countries to boost the socontinue operation under the di- called "prosperous times" in this
country. Then if you had a dollar
rection of Bernard Harvey.
/
2c as it
For the past year Dr. Crocker it wasn't devalued at 371
has been
associated in a group is today. Under the domination of
practice at the Milan Hospital. He the Democratic Party all they can
is a graduate of the 'University big think to do is to start a war and
raise the standard of, hyTenneeserieFedical- prtege;
4
eery*
ing his interneship lit the Baptist ing. They don't care whose blood
is
spilled, just so Iodic as it isn't
Hospital in Memphis.
He and his wife plan to move theirs. Since I have been big
enough
to remember, their motto
here as soon as they can find a
house
: They are members of the has been "to rule or ruin" and
Cumberland Presbyterian church. they have always ruined.
I am proud that the Mothers
and Fathers of America
have
Independent Teams
awakened and have been endowed with a future of peace and
Play Peppy Games
Harmony. There is no Mother
Basketball is getting a furious who wants to give birth to a son,
start in the local area this week. raise him to the age of maturity
The Pilot Oak Independents wal- and have him sent to some forloped the Dublin team 58 to33.
eign country to be slaughtered for
Other basketball scores played no reason other
than to bring
last week and early this week are prosperity to designing politicias follows:
ans . . . but there are some men
Cayce Purchase Trotters (63); who don't care for the loss of a
Union City Independents (59).
child if they can
get $10,000.
South Fulton Independents (9); They are money cravers.
Sedalia (45).
As Judas betrayed Christ for
money, and then killed himself,
Pictured here all Judases are not dead. There
is young Ralph are, plenty still alive and some in
Moore, son of our midst.
Mrs. Hontas
Cordially yours,
Moore and Mr.
T. F. Doughty
Orvin Moore,
who secured the
UPTON WINS FINALE
factual and inGuy Upton, Jr., a consistent enteresting history trant in the Weekly
football conof the City Elec- test sponsored through
the season
tric Company by the
News, finally
came
which ran in last through on the last
week of play
week's News.
(last week) to win first prize and
—Polaroid Photo. a check for $3. Guy
missed
5
games but that was as good as
the whole field could
manage
with all the upsets and the two
tie games, and led his group with
a low point difference of 163.
Second place with &misses and
one year. During this time the 175 points was Bennie
Hawks,
firm built the present building at Route 1, Fulton; third with 5 and
308 Main Street, the present loca- 179 points was W. E. Cunningtion.
ham, c/o the
Dukedom Bank.
Boss and
mans' with 5
Hester has bought Dukedom. "Also
many thousands of dollars worth misses included Pete Peterson
of farm produce from the Fulton with 194 points and Mrs. Jack
trade area, while serving the pa- Moore with 211.
trons of Fulton for 38 years.
With practically everyone picking the wrong way on Kansas..
Missouri, TCU-Rice,
Alabama°-urnern
States
••'‘'
Maryland, and everyone losing on
the Kentucky-Tennessee and
Give Steak Dinner
consin-Minnesota ties, the greagfr
Local- cattle men were enterof the entries missed 6 games
Southern bulk
tained by the Fulton
last week.
States Cooperative Store with a
The News hopes that all of the
steak dinner at the Derby Cafe
hundred-odd readers who have
last Thursday night. Also in at- entered
its little game of skill
tendance were officials and emenjoyed it as
each week have
ployees of the Southern States.
much as we have enjoyed bringGarland Benton, of Richmond,
ing it to them. From time to time
Va., was introduced by Tommy
will endeavor to present other
Dublin, manager of the Fulton we
Co-op, and deliveredan interest- things of similar nature.
ing talk to the guests on "Beef
Feeding".
Mrs. Buddy Carver has returned from Keith, 1(y., where she
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Phillips, was called on account of the acciAlma and Marvin, and Mrs. U. dent sustained by her father, SiI. Dalton spent last week-end in las Sailor, which proved fatal.
visiting Mr. Phillip'. She was accompanied by ber,husNashville
and Mrs. Dalton's father and sis- band and his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Landon Itoberson.
ter.

BOAZ AND HESTER IS ONE OF FULTON'S
OLDEST FOOD FIRMS;STARTED IN 1914
(This is the second in a series
of articles dealing with the histories of local businesses. The
story of the Boaz and Hester
Grocery was written by Freddie
Harper of Mrs. JOE Bennett's
sixth grade class at Fulton Junior High School. Freddie is thy
son of J. L. Harper and he lives
at 611 Third Street.)
The tint, now known as Boaz
and Hester Grocery located at 308
Main Street, had its beginning in
1914. At that time the business
management of
was under the
Mike Taylor and J. E. Boaz and
known as Taylor and Boas Grocery. It was located in the buildlag now occupied by the Fall and
Fall Insurance Company. After
a few years Mr. Taylor sold his
interest to Mr. Boaz and the gmeery remained in the same location until 1922'
In August 1922 George N. Hester married Queen Ester Boaz,
daughter of Mr. T. T. Boaz and
entered into the business with his
father-in-law. The firm's name
was then changed to Boaz and
Hester Grocery.
• In January, 1923 the business
wu moved to Church Street for

Number Forty Eight
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On This Thanksgiving Day, 1952, We Must
Count Our Bless(ngs and Pray For Peace
A CHILD with a splinter in his ltager will
run and tell the story of his undertone to his
mother. He will l her everything about his
mishap, but he will never think to mention
that in addition to One aOre finger he also has
nine others that are perfectly healthy.
MANY OF US are like that child. We let
our troubles blind on to our blessinga. We
worry about the cost of living. forgetting that
we are living, and that living is more important then its east
THANKSGIVING DAY is an annual invitation to put aside our troubles and to count
our biessingh Our forefathers did it. They forgot the fierceness of the coming winter; they
forgot the imagery of the surrounding Indians. They forgot everything except to give
thanks to God Whose
protecting hand had
sheltered them in the past. He had preserved
them from evils, and by His loving kindness
they hoped to obtain deliverance from all
dangers in the future.
In the same spirit today, we pause to
thank God Who has blessed on so greatly.
WE THANK HIM for national life and
and freedom Some countries have perishe
d;
others linger on in an agony of slavery. But
here in this blessed land we set our own course

STRICTLY BUSINESS

and strive mightily to do the right — as God
enables on to see what is rightWIC THANK HIM for classtilutional government. We thank Him for the restraint that
law plaint on ambition. We thank Ifim far
pesce-loving fellow citizens who Bettie their
differences not in rioting but at the ballot box.
WE THANK HIM for the me that sfsines
on American fields for the Min that gives life
to the sod, and for the abundant harvests that
nourish our bodily health.
WE THANK HIM for the od and the mineral wealth and the industries that keep
America strong.
WE THANK HIM for the favor with
which He looks upon in. He has blessed on
and He will bless on. We beg that we may use
His blessings to achieve the end for which He
gave them.
AND FINALLY, regrethig the-mistakes
we made and the sins we committed in the
past, we are thankful for the opportunity to
start mew. We appreciate the chance to begin
again. Being mindful of His Ctimmandments,
we now resolve to live according to His laws.
Weare fully confident that living thus, He will
remove the danger of our enemies and grant
peace in our days.

Ibr bildradlais

parse Oat met of Wed.
A win aim mar mid "Don't
park your principles in a dark
place due evens second — when
yes go buck they won't be there."
That leidld be peraphrand to
read: "Mill infringe an ray liberties e'en a little bit — I fear if
you do you'll eventually match
them all away!"
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Freedom Crusade
Is American Job

ri

On November 11, the 34th anniversary of
the World War I Armistice, the Crusade for
Freedom opened its 1952 drive for funds with
which to fight the lies of the world's wouldbe enslavers. All Americans are asked to on
in THIS important job. In Fulton the concert
ed drive will begin about December 1 and
last
through December 15. A total of
$700 is sought
from this county.
In 1918, Novemoer it was an hour of
triumph for the forces of freedom, shared
in
proudly by an America that was convinced
her
first sacrifice of lives to right a great
world
wrong would, happily, be the last. The
optimism of 1918 was a sad illusion, not to
be repeated at the end of the World War II.
For
then, by dint of sacrifices unimaginable
a generation before, we knew the nature of
a world
in which we are compelled to play a
leading
role on the side of freedom.
On thia date in 1952 must we look forward
to still another World War to safeguard
our
precious heritage? There are signs that
a cautious optimism need not be out of
place tha
time. Today we are alertly building freedo
m's
defenses at home and abroad. We Americans
up and down and across the land, in cities,
on
the plains, in the bayous and tall timber
country, a,1 or us know this is an hour in history
when we must roll back an appalling force
of
darkness that utterly blacks out any threat
we have known in the past. Today the Communist conspiracy assaults our freedo
m and
that of our friends in other lands with
the
divisive poison of lies slander and calcula
ted
distortion. Short of a world-wide
shooting
war, we are hip deep in psychological warfar
e
of the most ruthless character. The weapon
s
are words — representing truth on our,
Free
World side — representing diabolically
con-,
trived
truth-opposites on the other, Slave
World side. The stakes in this war of freedo
m
versus tyranny are the souls of men and
women, in every corner of the globe, today
and
for geneiations to come.
In the vanguard of Freedom's army
are
the 25,000,000 Americans who, over the
past
two years, have rallied to the Crusad
e for
Freedom. With the help of this mass
support,
the Crusade has established and now
operates
Radio Free Europe and Radio Free Asia.
This
potent and multiple
Voice of Truth
daily
pierces the Iron Curtain from West and
East.
Supplementing, in its own way the
work of
the Voice of America, but free of the necessa
ry
restraints of the government operati
on, these
Freedom Stations reach the millions
of captive
peeples in Czechoslovakia, Poland,
Hungary,
Albania, Rumania and Bulgaria in
Europe, and
China across the Pacific — reach
them and
convince them there is hope for their
eventual
liberation. The hard-slugging truth
programs
— more than 1,000 hours per
week Of them
over RFE alone — impale Kremlin
lies on the
spike of facts, expose the names and
addresses
and activities of Moscow stooges
and informers, ruthlessly reveal the gap betwee
n Communist promise and actual perfor
mance.
There is ample and dramatic proof
of the
effectiveness of the programs. Report
s from
escapees and streams of letters
smuggled
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eause.--Anonymous.
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through the Iron Curtain indicate that listening is wide spread despite the risk. The Soviets themselves provide the proof, with frantic 'lamming", with propaganda barrages leveled against the Freedom Stations, even official protests to Washington, which of course
have been rejected.

From The Flies;
"idsoossoot Book
25 YEARS AGO (Dec. 9. 1927):
The Woman's Club Cook Book
is now in the hands of the printer
and will soon be ready for distribution.

TB Is Still
Big Killer
The facts speak for themselves . . .
Tuberculosis, also called TB, kills more
people than all other infectious diseases combined.
It killed approximately 30,000 persons in
the United States in 1951—one person every
seventeen and a half minutes, and it is responsible for an estimated 5,000,000 deaths annually throughout the world. In this country,
it
is attacking 115,000 persons this year.
It leads all diseases as a cause of death in
the age group from fifteen to-thirty-five.
Yet
it is no respector of age. Nearly 7,500 person
s
aged sixty-five or over die from it every year;
it is killing 18,000 children under fifteen annually.
TB deaths cost the nation 1,000,000 working years each year; cut off an estimate 1,500,000 years of life annually; cost the nation
more than $350,000,000 a year for patient care,
hospital maintenance, pensions.
Who fights this killer? You do, when you
aid the National Tuberculosis Association and
its 3,000 affiliated state and local groups
in
every state, the District of Columbia, Alaska
,
Canal Zone, Guam, Hawaii and Puerto Rico.
You aid them when you buy Christmas Seals.
Join the war on TB this year. Buy Christmas Seals—and use them on your holiday
mail
—during the National Tuberculosis Associa
tion's campaign this year from Nov.
17 to
Dec. 25.
0 give thanks unto the Lord; for He is
good: for His mercy endureth forever.
—I Chronicles 18:34
Let never day nor night unhallowed pass
but still remember what the Lord hath done.
—Shakespeare.

ising young men of the community. Beat wishes are extended to
them in their new relation.
The Woman's Club met Friday
afternoon in
the
Chamber of
Commerce rooms with Mrs. J. E.
Fall, presiding. Mrs. J. W. Shepherd, chairman of the cook book
committee, reported on the book.
Mrs. Bob White, chairman of
the Drama
department
gave
greetings from her department.
ano presented Miss Blanche Waggoner, who gave a very beautiful
musical reading, accompanied by
Miss Ruth Fields at the piano.
Three of the department members closed the program with a
clever playlet, "For Distinguished
Service," they were, Mrs. Louis
Weeks, Mrs. B. D. Maupin and
Mrs. Ray Graham.
Delicious refreshments
were
served by the hostesses: Mesdames Ramsey Snow, C. F. Jackson,
and M. I. Boulton. Pages were
Mrs. Don Hill and Mrs. Harold
Owen.

The members of the First Baptist Church Choir will give the
Cantata, "Peace On
Earth" by
Heyser on Sunday evening, December 18, at the church with Miss
Dorris Huddleston, organist. The
soloist will be Mesdames Charles
Gregory, R. S. Williams, Miss Annie Lucille Goldsby, Frances Galbraith, Iovora Cantrell, Messers.
R. D. Benedict, C. H. Warren,
Steve Wiley, Clarence Baily. Other members of the choir are:
Misses Clara
Collins, Agatha
Gayle. Mesdames Bertis Pigue, J.
W. Elledge, J. W. Stockdale,
Messrs James Warren, and Charles Hutchens.
Earle Crewdsoarof Allen Dalee,
Washington is visiting G. H. Duley and family.
Jimmie Johnsor. who worked
for the highways, operating
trucks, was seriously injured on
the Hickman Fulton
highway,
when he lost control of the truck
and it overturned with him.
According to the announcement
the Rev. A. C. Boyd of the Trinity
Episcopal church of this city has
been retired, due to ill health and
will not be
engaged in active
preaching until his health is better.
Miss Marie Easley and
Mr.
Claud Howell were married Friday night. The bride is the attractive young daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W. T. Easley of Crutchfield,
and a popular teacher in the Fulton County schools. The groom is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. John W.
Howell and one of the most prom-
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The Hardie Power Sprayer
demonstration, held Thursday at
the Finch Orchard was a success.
It thoroughly sprayed 60 trees in
CO minutes.

The Ladies' aid of Union
Church will present a play at New
Hope school Saturday night, Dec.
10.
Hiland and Edward Latta have
been ill for the past week with
tonsilitis and complications and
are not much improved at the
present.

—Izaak Walton
Accept my thoughts for thanks; I have no
words.
—Hannah More
Gratitude is much more than a verbal expression of thanks. Action expresses more
gratitude than speech.
—Mary Baker Eddy
Heap high the board with plenteous cheer,
and gather to the feast,
And toast the sturdy Pilgrim band
whose courage never ceased.
—Alice Williams Brotherton.
I believe the first test of a truly great man
is his humility.
—Ruskin
Nothing sets a person so much out of the
devil's reach as humility.
—Jonathan Edwards
Self-knowledge, humility, and love are
divine strength.
—Mary Baker Eddy.
They that know God will be humble;
they
that know themselves cannot be
proud.
—John Flavel
Humbleness is always grace; always dignity.
—James Russell Lowell

True humility is not an object, groveli
ng,
self-despising spirit; it is but a right
estimate
of ourselves as God sees us,
—Tyron Edwards
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REED BROS.FEED & SEED CO
DO COLLEGE STREET

SWEATERS
Send us your favorite
sweater - - we'll clean it
really C-L-E-A-N! No
shrinkage o r stretching.
Our sperior ,gleaning methods and experienced craftsmanship combine to assure
you satisfaction of service
and moderate prices.
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CLEAN CLOTHES LAST LONG
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When the first cold winds beThis attitude is bound to lead to
gin to blow, after the crops are conflict, to a sharp difference of
harvested and the buildings are opinion that makes for a vigorous
made snug against winter, when and healthy people.
the last reminder of
autumn's
We have been so strong in our
colorful show is a dull, lifeless
brown, comes the time to pause youth and vigor as a new nation
for a moment to remember, to in the world of nations that we
dared allow anarchists, seditioncount our blessings.
We have a nation of busy and ists, free thinkers —*even nonprosperous people. Just about thinkers; — to do and say what
everybody who wants to work they pleased.
can find some kind of job at pretIn our schools we taught subty Pair pay. Our national health is jects scienti
fically, presenting the
better than that of most peoples. best protago
nists on
both or all
And we have more luxuries than sides of
controversial questions.
any other nation.
We tried to teach our young peoWe have worries. Inflation, our ple to think
for themselves, and
war with communism, our shoot- so to
be able to weigh the good
ing war in Korea, our national and the
bad
debt, the fact that our prosper- make wise in all arguments and
decisions for themity is based on war production in- wives.
stead of peaceful phrsuits.
All
You may notice that all these
these things are troublesome.
verbs are past tense, indicating
But, bad as they are, some of that these
Them, and difficult as they could our nation things are not.true in
today.
be, the good things greatly outThey still are more or less true,
weigh the bad.
but only relatively true. We have
And of all the good things, it had, recentl
y, examples of bookseems to me that we take too burning.
We have super-ult,alightly and too carelessly one of patriotic
organizations that want
the best and
most important censorship, want to
proscribe the
We're inclined to forget our free- area
of learning available to our
dom.
youth.
. Our nation became great beBurnin
cause it was a free nation. No Hitlers g books is the way of the
. Banning books, and alman was told he could not exlowing
only lop-sided arguments
press his. beliefs. All men were
to be presented is the way of the
assured by the basic law of the
Stalins
.
land their
privilege to believe
Our
nation
should be too
ar.d say what they pleased
strong, too sure, too unafraid to

PHONE EH

WE'LL 'CLEAN IT

The sale last Tuesday was well
attended. Mr. Butts will remain
in the community for a few days.
Mrs. Butts and the chiidren will
visit Mrs. Butts parents in
St
Louis before joining Mr. Butts.

Dick Oberlin:
God has two dwellings: one in heaven and
the other in a meek and thankful heart.
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high oompression ratio for more
power with lass fuel.
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"
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er capacity
than any other popular pick-up
of comparable wbralbare.
Graasere visibility corm of say
other popular pick-up gives bet,ter vision for greater safety.
Pesseagerepair comfort, thanks to
revolutionary new Oriflow shock
absorbers.
Available with mina Fluid Drive.
A Dodge "exclusive" for easier
handling, smoother riding, longer UT US TELL YOU MORI MUT
truck life.
Tills "EXTRA VALIII" PICK
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ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY
209 FOURTH STREET

I Hastings. Mrs. Hastings used for
her subject "Choice and Culture
I of Daffodils". Her lively talk was
interspersed with poetry and all
attending enjoyed the program.
Mrs. Paul Hornbeak and Mrs.
Ray Graham were in charge of
the beautiful decorations.

SOCIETY
MRS. CARL HASTINGS,
GUEST SPEAKER AT
GARDEN CLUB MEETING

Mc
LICFSSIM crea Funeral home.
FUNERAL
N.

The Garden Department of the
Fulton Woman's Club met last
Friday, November 21, at the club
borne, with Mrs. Hunter Whitesell, president, presiding. Mrs. Warren Graham, program
leader for the afternoon presented the guest speaker, Mrs. Carl

Delicious
refreshments were
served to thirty-five
members
and two visitors, Mrs. Hastings
and Miss Elizabeth Ward. The
hostesses for this meeting were:
Mesdames Joe
Davis, Leon
Browder, B. G. Huff, W. L. Carter, Carl Brittain and Will Craddock.

FULTON

MRS. LEE ELLA JONAKIN

HONORED AT 1.4)YRLY
BIRTHDAY PARTY

ton are the proud parents of an
CONTRACTS AWARDED
eight pound, five ounce baby boy,
The Commissioner of Highways
Randall Eugene, born November
totaling
awarded the contracts
20, 1952 at the Jones hospital.
$562,690.66 for improvement of
It's aGlrlt
Green,
22.871 miles of road in
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Green, Hart, Allen, Bath, Jefferson and
Fulton are the proud parents of a Knott Counties.
6 Pounds, 13 ounce baby girl, Jan
Marie, born November 19, 1952
at the Jones hospital.
It's a Girl!
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
Barron,
Fulton are the proud parents of
an eight pound, 10 ounce bbay
girl, Sheila Gail, born November
19, 1952 at the Jones hospital.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
(Next Week)

LARGE CROWD ENJOYS
I. C. ANNUAL PARTY
LAST THURSDAY

TODAY AND SATURDAY

Irk Ws les/
Fre°
video

ate maim wish
Wail

Mee.
lowitoori -,-

Friday, Nov. 28, 1962

By ditiessio

Mrs. Lee Ella Jonakin
was
honored last Thursday night with!
a delightful planned birthday
party, by Mrs. C. D. Lovelace and
Miss Lillian
Kennedy at their
home on Pearl Street.
Games were
played and the
guest of honor
received many
lovely gifts.
Delicious
refreshments were
served later in the evening
to
the following: Mrs. Warren Sublett, Mrs. Frances Edwards, Mrs.
Elizabeth Osgood, Mrs. Lula Pritchard, Mrs. G. Walker, Mrs. Horace Stephens, Mrs. P. C. Jones,
Mrs. Chester Binkley, Mrs. Ruth
Finch, the honoree and the hostesses.

BIG DOUBLE FEATURE

TN

The Fulton News

THESE WOMEN!

Johnson,
Nov. 30: Katherine
Lois Shelby, and Mace McDade;
Ern2:
E,ph
P.
Dawes,
December
Daniel;
est Caldwell, and John
December 3: Jerry Cavender,
Charles Reams and Frank Beadles- Dec. 4: Minnie Allen; Dec.
Hinton; Dec. 6:
5: Gloria Ann
Josie Langford.

Last Thursday night the Illinois
Central Railroad employees and
their families enjoyed their anMen's
nual party at the Young
All Styles,Sizes
Business Club room. The event
And Prices
sponsored by the Illinois
was
. . . Including the new StandCOMMISSION REAPPOINTED
Central Service Club and the of_146
ard revised edition. Largest
Harold
ficers in charge were:
Wetherby re- stocks in Western Kentucky.
Gov. Lawrence
"The boys in front of the drug store are getting awfully dull.
Larson, president; Avon French, They used to pull my hair
appointed members of the Kenand chase me home ... now,
Douglas Smith, and Wren Coultucky Crippled Children's _Com- BEAUTIFUL Reg. $19.95 leathwhen 1 walk by, all they do is whistle!"
mission — former Gov. Keen erbound Bibles on sale at
ter.
Johnson, Richmond; Millard Cox
$14.95
refreshments were
.
Delicious
PATRICIA BERRYHILL AND
ority. She is employed by
the and John T. Metcalf, both of
Others as low as $1.00
served to about 120 guests.
A/3c EDWARD W. RAMSEY
Citizens and Southern National Louisville, Dr. L. C. Hafer, CovEd Engle was the winner of WEDDING ANNOUNCED
Bank.
ington, Fred Bryant, Lexington,
the door prize, which was a 14
Mr. Thompson is a student at Mrs. Paul Wickliffe, Greenville,
The
marriage
of
Miss
Patricia
pound turkey.
Mercer University where he will and Hecht S. Lackey, Henderson.
Fulton
408 Lake St.
Berryhill, daughter of Mr. and
Ruth Byars entertained the Mrs. John Parrish of Temple, receive his AB degree in Decem- He also renamed Dr. Oscar 0.
ber, he is employed by Belk-Mat- Miller, Louisville, to a four-year
group at the piano during the Texas to
A/3c Edward Wayne
evening, and during intermission Ramsey son of Mr. and Mrs. De- thews Company. He is a member term on the -State Tuberculosis
rest Toe rva MINN
the large crowd enjoyed singing witt Ramsey, of Fulton was an- of Kappa Alpha.
Hospital Commission,
404 lb silt TgOt060.1
Mof VIWAWILLS a.
'old favorites."
nounced recently.
WI
Games of bingo were enjoyed
NURSING CONFERENCE
BIRTHS
The
double
ring
ceremony
took
many,
with
during the evening
CALLED
place November 3 at Height Bap- It's a Girl!
many prizes being given.
tist Church in Temple, Tex., with
A regional conference on TubMr. and Mrs. Scottie Stephens
the Rev. Clay Burns officiating.
MISS DOROTHY WEBB
of Wingo, are the proud parents erculosis nursing was called for
Mrs. Ramsey attended Temple of an eight and a half pound baby Dec. 3 at London to discuss "teamBECOMES BRIDE OF
High school and is now employed girl, Deborah, born November 21, work in the prevention and conPVT. KENNETH BOULTON
at the Temple Theatre.
1952 at the Haws Memorial hos- trol of tuberculosis" under sponMiss Dorothy Webb, daughter
sorship of the State Tuberculosis
attended South pital.
of Mrs. C. D. Jones of this city, Mr. Ramsey
Association, the State Board
of
became the bride of Pvt. Ken- Fulton High School and is now It's a Girl!
Health and the Tuberculosis Sanneth Boulton, son of Mrs. Dee stationed with the Air Force at
atoria
Commission.
Mr. and Mrs. Manus Williams,
last Gray Air Force Base, Killeen,
Ferguson, at one
thirty
Fulton are proud parents of an
Tuesday afternoon, November 18, Texas.
After the wedding the couple eight pound, nine ounce baby
1952, in Corinth, Miss. The double
girl, Pamela Lynn, born NovemLET US REPLACE IT
ring ceremony was performed. left to visit Mr. Ramsey's parents
ber 20, 1952 at the Fulton hospit- Dr. H.W.Connaughton
Mrs. Ferguson, mother of the in Fulton.
al.
groom was the only attendant
Telephone or come in for prompt.
Veterinary Service
Mrs. Boulton was a graduated MISS JOAN JOYNER AND
It's a Girl!
i expert service. We carry complete
in the class of 1952 from South OWEN POPE THOMPSON, JR.
Phone 807-R
Mr. and Mrs. Herron Grissom,
stocks of Pittsburgh Safety Glen
Fulton High School, and is now TO WED AT MACON,GA.
Route 1, Fulton are the proud
or
parts and body hardware.
Can
70
employed at L. Kasnow's in this
M. and Mrs. Walter
Wade parents of a seven pound, eight
city.
Joyner of Macon, Georgia an- ounce baby boy, Susan Mina, born
Graduate Veterinarian
Pvt. Boulton, is also a graduate nounced the engagement of their
Fulton Paint & Glass Co.
In the 1952 class from South Ful- daughter, Miss Wilma Joan Joy- November 21, 1952 at the Jones
Located on Martin-Pniton
ton High School. He volunteered ner to Owen Pope Thompson, Jr., hospital.
Highway.
810 Church St.
Phone free
for service in the U. S. Army fol- son of Mr .and Mrs. Owen Pope It's a Boy!
lowing his graduation. He is sta- Thompson, of Macon, Georgia.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Lowe, Fultioned at .Fort Jackson, South The wedding will be solemnized --Carolina at the present time. He December 28 at Mulberry Street
will sail for Japan, November 30. Methodist Church at Macon, Ga.
Mrs. Boulton will remain in FulThe bride-elect's mother is the
ton.
former Miss Wilma James Rouse,
daughter of Mrs. Leila
Faye
MISS PATRICIA LAWSON
House and the late Dr. John J.
REVEALS WEDDING PLANS
House of Fulton, Ky. Her paterERANZ WORKMAN,JR.
nal grandparents are Mrs. Nettie
Elizabeth
Joyner and the late
Miss Patricia June Lawson will
Walter Lee Joyner, also of Fulton.
become the bride of Franz Sigel
She has one brother, Jerry Wade
Workman, Jr., of Charleston, Joyner.
West Virginina, Saturday, Nov19 models to choose from * Crosloy
Miss Joyner is a graduate of
ember 29 in the First Methodist Miller
Full-Year Warranty covers both the
High
School, attended
Church in Hickman. Rev. Lowell Mercer
chassis parts and the picture tube *
University, where she was
B. Council will perform the cere- a member of Alpha
Every Crosley cabinet is beautifully
Delta Pi sormony at 4:30 o'clock in the afterfinished wood—not metal or pksticl
noon.
Including Fed. Tax
and Year Warranty
21-1nch De 11.1/1• Table Mod.l. Ready for
Miss Lawson has chosen her
Easy Torras
Ultra High Frequency Reception with addl..
sister, Mrs. Billy Wright as maMon of Crosby Ultrotsmer. Mond or Mottaceny-flnished
wood cabinet.
tron of honor. Her
bridesmaids
on a CR0SLEY
$259.95
are: Miss Betsy Anne Humphries, Leading Brands in Popular, ReliDeleware, Ohio, cousin of the gious, Hillbilly, Rhythm, Blues.
groom, Miss Barbara
Stewart,
CITY ELECTRIC
Tiptonville,
Tennessee,
Miss
Fulton
Commercial Avenue
205 Commercial
Phone 401
Paula Choate, and Miss Clarice
Mabry of Hickman.
Mr. F. Siegel Workman, Sr.
will serve as best man for his son.
Mr. Joe Crane, Mr. Fred Thomas,
Mr. William Lively, Jr., of Charleston, and Mr. J. C. Lawson, Jr.,
brother of the bride, will be ushers.
Mrs. Marguerite Luten, organist, and Mrs. Barrett Rice, vocalist will present a program of nuptial music.

BIBLES

CITY DRUG CO.

& SEED CO
PHONE 0241

Also-3 Stooges and Tom and Jerry
3 BIG DAYS STARTING SUNDAY

PLYmourm ADVENTURE
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Need New Safety Glass?

1

Is the screen's biggest

You haven't seen television
'til you've seen the new

'53 CROSLEYS

M-G-M,
the producers of "Ivanhoe"
present a new entertainment event...
spectacular picturization of a famed beetseffer„.the unknown story of the Mayflovrer
and the 135 men and women who gambled
their lives on that first fateful journey to Freedom!
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—PLUS LATEST NEWS—

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
GENE KELLY in

Pet°

"THE DEVIL MAKES
THREE"
PLUS — FOOTBALL THRILLS

$49"

LATEST RECORDS

You can see

CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY

Do you know this

I.

about telephone taxes?
You may not realize how large a part of the
money paid by telephone users goes to taxes.

Including the federal excise tax, a total of 291
out of every dollar received from Southern Bell
customers last year was paid out in taxes to
federal, state and local governments. To put it
another way, the average amount of taxes was
$2.67 a month per telephone.
•
Telephone taxes are necessary to the support
of government, but they do mount up. Higher
taxes of course have effect on the price you pay
for telephone service.
The next time you pay your telephone bill,
remember that a good part of it is taxes for
government and national defense.

NOP
MORI A110111
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IT'S DE,SITTERIZEDI

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph
Company

IT'S NOT FILLING!

550 r5'

44,

'Warr",

mnall gift for the
Mrs. E• L Brundige, president will bring'
Mrs. Carl Rogers, vice preached; Mishima tree, sibich"Will climax
Mrs.
Our oyatiatby goes to
Mrs. S. C. Atkinson, secretary the activities of the day.
Ladle Gillum whoa, husband
to the following invited guests: and Mrs. Myrtle Temple, trees.'
suddenly passed away Sunday
ANDY Barn HONORED
Mesdames Guy Latta, Lola Latta, user.
afternoon.
A delicious party plate was ser WITH UNUSUAL
M. D. Phillips, Herman Sams, Bill
Hicks, Leon ved later in the afternoon.
Mrs. Rose Charlton is on the
BIRTHDAY PARTY
Holland, Nettie
Thomas
Byatmee,
sick list.
Mann, Wayne
Mrs. Robert Batts entertained
Mrs. bible Vie • visited. her
Earl Greer, Jean Smith, Misses CRUYEHPIELD HOMEMAKERS thirty-two boys and girls, Friday
Bynum, ENJOY MEETING WITH
mother in Mayfield Monday.
Joyce Steele, La Jean
MRS. VERNON MeALISTER
afternoon with a circus party at
Mrs. Cassie Taylor visited Mrs.
AND MRS. HERMAN SAMS,SR., Betty Jean Meacham, Katherine MRS. CLYDE CORM
the One and All Club house in
Caroline Rogers and Miss Alike
Johnson, Marjorie Puckett, MarENTERTAIN THURSDAY
honor of her son, Andy, on his
was
hostess
Comm
Clyde
Mrs.
awhile Saturday.
tha Sue Holland, Wanda Nell Hol •
to the Crutchfield homemakers. fifth birthday. popular land, and Nancy Holland.
Miss Jean Holland,
Mrs. Meg Jones is very ill.
The clever decorations of red
regular
their
for
18
November
Fenwich„
William
of
bride-elect
Mr. Myatt isn't able to be up
and yellow around the club rooms
The following sent gifts but monthly meeting
miscelllovely
a
at
honored
was
on his injured foot as yet.
w''re unable to attend: Mesdames
Bellew, vice- were in keeping with the circus
Mrs. Richard
aneous shower last Thursday .T. N. Wooten, Jack Wooten, Joe
table
Mr. Roy Green's daughter is
conducted the business theme. The refreshments
night at the home of her great- Altobelli, Baker
cake
, William president,
home from school with scarlet
absence of the was centered with a yellow
aunt, Mrs. Vernon McAlister with Scott, 'Muhl Davis, Tom Kelly, meeting in the
fever.
with lighted
with a clown and
Mrs. Herman Santa as co-host. Herman Easley, Allie Hall, U. S. president, Mrs. Gerald Binford. red candles. Behind the cake
Mr. Albert Russell taken very
Mrs. Neal Little was suggested
beautifulwas
rootn
living
Billy
The
Sunday night but resting bethead and
Hatfield,
ill
clown's
a
was
Copeland, Gene
there
and
Farm
Misses to consider, attending
ly decorated with baskets of yel- Hagan, Robert Fischer,
ter at this writing.
hands holding colorful balloons.
deThe
January.
week
in
Home
Hopkins
low mums and magnolia leaves Ann McDade, Jima Fuller, Haney
Mr. and Mrs. John
theme. The refreshments table
miniature Breeden, Peggy Cinnmings, Betty cision will be made at the next served the youngsters in
true
visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
on each side of the
were
meeting.
bride and groom centered on the Boyd Bennett, Pat McKenzie, Virwere aniJack Taylor Sunday.
After a delicious dinner Mrs. circus fashied. There
mantle-piece.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lee spent
ginia Forrest, Wanda Sue Forest, Roy Jarvis assisted by Mrs. Rich- mal nut cuss and "Bozo the
Sunday with her parents, Mr. and
The ho..oree was lovely in a Mary. Frances Roberts, and Jane ard Bellew_ Mrs. Ray Biotin, and Clown" napkins. Esch guest reand
nd balcorduroy dress Austin, also Billy Holland
Mrs. Dee Britt.
salmon colored
Mrs. Leroy Beard gave a very in- ceived a clown hat, horn
Mr. and Mrs. Elvie Wadington
with navy accessories. Her cor- Glen Roberts.
lesson of measuring pat- loonfas favors.
at
shown
teresting
be
to
Adventure
from
scene
Pilgrim
ha
Pictured above
and Limon Yates visited Mr. and
Frields, onnie
Karen Gayle
sage, a gift of the hostesses was
continterns
and
30,
November
Sunday,
beginning,
MarL Dal- the Fulton Theatre
Mrs. Noble Fields Sunday.
of white carnations interspersed PALESTINE HOMEMAKERS
Mrs. Marshall Finch was wel- Hornra, Steve Jones,
Mrs.
Carter, and Catty
Mrs. Allie Bushart and
uing through Tuesday.
.with silver puffs.
MEET FRIDAY WITH
comed into the club as a new ton, Jackie
of the
Green, and Maxwell Schulten,
The group enjoyed two clever LARGE ATENDANCE
T
member and also Mrs. Billy Shee- Campbell were winners
Mrs.
Mrs. Dewey
McNeill visited
different clever and unusual concontests with prizes going to
han, a visitor.
The Palestine Homemakers met
Funeral Services
Fields Sunday evening.
A. B. Phelps and Miss Holland.
Bondurant, re- tests.
Mrs. Aubrey
community
at
the
Friday
last
gifts
lovely
An added surprise to the host
After the many
Tarver
November creation leader, led the group in eat and guests was the appear- For Artie
APPOINTEES NAMED
were ripened the hostess served a building for their
several games and songs during
memtwenty-three
were conductwith
meeting
services
Funeral
foland
the
Gregory
to
Joe
plate
Spider
party
Williams, Bowling
Ernest
ance of
delicious
Han- the recreational hour.
Richmond Tarver,
Artie
for
She
ed
froim
stars
Adams,
Boy
Tillie
were appointed to the
Louisville,
lowing: Mesdames Claude Linten, bers present. Mrs. Avery
December
meet
will
club
The
to
Competitive examinations
State Board of Pharmacy for four
Frank Thompson, A. B. Phelps, J cock and Mrs. Lewis Thompson, 15 at 10:30 at the Rose Room of Lion's Minstrel, which delight. 77, who died Tuesday, November
H. Lawrence, J. M. Fry, B. A. clothing leaders presented a very Smith's Cafe. All are asked to ed the boys and girls very notch. 18 at his home in Clinton, funeral secure Kentucky State Troopers and one year terms, respectively.
2
at
during the
lesson
Thursday afternoon
Howard interesting
Ross, A. J. Johnson,
will be held here Feb. 7, accordChristmas They appeared in black face and was
attend and bring a
o'clock at the Hopkins Funeral
costume.
House, W. H. McAnally, Ray morning session.
gift.
to State Police Commissioner
ing
Burdine,
T.
J.
luncheon
C. A delicious pot-luck
Invited guests included: Mar- Home with Rev.
Miller, Harry Hancock, H.
noon hour
garet Omar, Judy Muzzall, Mary Jr., officiating. Burial was in Mt. Charles C. Oldham.
Sams, Jr., Smith Brown, Norman was enjoyed at the
JOHN AND CHRIS HUNTER
between
Applicants must be
Reed. Moriah cemetery. He was a memElizabeth Mitchell, John
Byrn, Jim Ed Hargrove, Calvin with Mrs. P. F. King and Mrs.
HONORED ON EIGHTH
Gayle ber of the Methodist Church.
Peggy Reams, Karen
Piercly, C. P. Bruce, Nathan For- Harvey Pewitt as hostesses.
the ages of 21 and 35, weight 150
Mrs. Clyde Burnette, president, BIRTHDAY SATURDAY
Frields, Mary Mullennix, Betts
rest, R. W. McAlister, Irvin Cash,
Survivors include one sister, pounds or more and be at least
Nettie Hicks, Bill Holland, Carl presided during the business sesJohn and Chris Hunter, twin Bennett, Carole Ann Luther, Ann Mrs. Emma Outland of Fulton; five feet, nine inches tall. They
Puckett, Wakes Austin, Billy. Ay- sion in the afternoon.
graduates,
sons of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Hunter Williams, Robert and Sara Koell- one son, Ray Tarver of Clinton; must be high school
A report from the Christmas shared the honors at a party Sat- ing, Linda and Susan Winstead, three grandchildren
two citizens of the United_ States and
and
res. L. P. Carney, Lee Myrick, Leland Jewell, Miss Pauline Tohmp- party -committee, Mrs. John Ver- urday afternoon on their eighth Jane Edwards, Glenn Exum, great grandchildren.
(residents of Kentucky.
Puckett, hine, Mrs. Thomas Bruce and birthday.
Marjorie
Regularly 45c to 60c
Don Reed, Terry McDaniel, Marson, Miss
During the examinations, applichairman,
and
Paul
R.
Hemphill,
Kay
tha
Misses Martha Sue and Nancy Mrs. Bertha Nugent
singing "Happy BirthAfter
Roll
of
series
a
given
be
will
cants
I
Little Kathy Jo that the party will be December day" to the twins, delicious ice Mary Jo
Westpheling, Letha Sustains Painful
Holand, and
mental tests, receive a physical
13 at 6:30. Every member is ask- cream and birthday cake
King,
were &sum, Gene and Tommy Cannon, Injuries In Fall
checkup and be interviewed by a
Voelpel, Ronnie
Sending gifts were: Mesdames ed to bring sandwiches and cook- served to about 25 invited guests. Stuart Gayle
Sunday night, Lon D. Turner, 5 1 board of State Pollee officers,
Sonny Puckett. Stanley :Tones, ies for her family and guests.
The guests of honor received 'tiomra, Nancy Tress, Mark Dal- year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. DarMen appointed as a .result of
James Clay Hinkley, Milford the recreational hour.
was ton, Jackie Carter, Steve Jones,
many gifts and each guest
will serve a
Work days were set for Novem- presented a comic book and suck- Carmen Weaks, Charlle Kramer, vin Turner of Paducah, received the examinations
Jobe, Claudie Jobe, Wayne Wootopened'
period of on-the-job training unKimble, William ber 14 for weaving baskets, and ers for favors.
Carolyn Fly, Barry Bard, Cathy painful injuries when he
en, William
Hurry! Limited
the door of the car in which he der the supervision of an experiMoss Kimble, M. L. Vaughn, Eph December 1 for fitting their patAfterwards they enjoyed the 2.ampbell, Thomas Richard Mad- and his
younger
and
parents
troopers
As
cadet
officer.
lenced
George
terns.
Meadows,
honor,
guest
of
the
Ross
Audi
and
dox,
Dawes,
Quantities
movie at the Orpheum.
brother were riding and he was they will attend the next Cadet
Mrs. C. P. Freeman gave a very
Batts.
MsNeely, Pete Peterson, Monroe
thrown out onto the side of the (Training School starting in
Wilkerson, and Leonard Holland. interesting landscaping lesson. DINNER PARTY HONORS
Highway. He was March,
Mayfield
Mrs. Hillman Collier and Mrs.
ANNOUNCES MEMBERS
A. H. MOORE'S ON
brought to the Haws Memorial
Application blanks may be secMISSES PHILLIPS, SAMS AND John Verhine will attend the Re- 43RD ANNIVERSARY _
OF BRIDAL PARTY
Hospital for attention which re- ured by writing to the Personnel
creation School which will be
RYARS ENTERTAIN
in
taken
be
to
stitches
20
quired
8-9.
held at Hickman December
popular
Miss Jean Holland,
MONDAY NIGHT, NOV. 24
Officer, Kentucky State Police,
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Craver were
Mrs. Collier led the recreation for hosts to a delightful dinner party bride-elect of Mr. William Fen- a deep gash in his head. His con- Frankfort. The deadline for filing
satisfactory.
reported
is
Misses Alma Phillips and Lin- the day and Mrs. R. B. Mobley led
dition
207 Church Street
the
announcing
applicattons is Jan. 31.
Saturday night at their, home wick, is today
Mrs. Pete Byars the singing.
da Cams and
mernbers of her bridal party. The 'The young boy, his parents and
Phone 35
H.
A.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
honoring
hostesses to a delightful
we:a
Moore of Wingo o'h their forty- wedding will be beautifully sol- younger brother, were enroute to —C) TO CHURCH SLNDAY
m.scellaneous shower Monday CHESTNUT GLADE CLUB
the
when
Paducah
from
Catholic
Edward's
Fulton
St.
at
emnized
third wedding anniversary.
night at 7:3 at the home of Miss ENJOYS MEETING
•
The guest list included: Mr. and Church at a nuptial mass, Satur- accident occurred.
Phillips, in honor of Miss Jean AT MRS. D. J. JONES
Mrs. Moore, Mrs. J. H. Pond, Mr. day morning, November 29, at
Holland.
and Mrs. R. H. Chandler, Mrs. nine o'clock.
For
Have You Been Shopping at Forrester's Yet?
The Chestnut Glade Home
The bride-elect was lovely in
Miss Holland has chosen Miss Funeral Rites
Byrd, and Mr. and Mrs. Craver.
navy
with
with
dress
met
Club
crepe
Demonstration
a navy
Frances Jean Ferrell as her maid Bynum Jackson,60
accesories. She was presented a Mrs. D. J. Jones for their Novemof honor and her sister, Miss MarFunet al ..,:tes were ,onducted
b:autifu: corsage of red carna - ber meeting recently, Mrs. Vascoe LADIES AID MEETS
tha Holland, as bridesmaid. Little
for Bynum Jackson, 60, who died
Simpson, president, presided, fol- WITH MRS. ATWILL
lions, a gift from the hostesses.
Kathy Cash will be flower girl.
at the Hickman County Hospital t
The group enjoyed two amus- lowed by the devotional by Mrs. LAST WEDNESDAY
Mr. Howard Cash will serve the
Clinton last Thursday morn-!
in
ing contests and playing bingo. Carl Rogers.
ConMr.
and
Har- groom as best man
The Ladies Aid of the
Friday afternoon at 2:30 at ,
ing,
Mrs.
The roll was called by
The winners for these games were
Irgroomsman.
be
will
mony Methodist Church met in nie Cash
in
the First Methodist Church
Miss Martha Holland, Miss La- Jim Burke, secretary, with each
ring
the
be
will
Jr.,
Cash,
vin
the home of Mrs. Clem Atwill,
Clinton with Rev. B. V. Underhill ,
answering with home
Jean Bynum, and Mrs. Jean member
bearer.
Wednesday afternoon, November
officiating. Burial was in the'
they had made
Smith.
improvements
1
The bride takes this means of
19th with one visitor and fifteen
Clinton Cemetery.
After the honoree opened her during the year.
to
many
her
invitation
an
issuing
members present.
a
I
al:71gifts,
useful
was
who
and
Dent
The deceased,
The club welcomed Mrs.
many lovely
Mrs. Ray Brown had charge of friends to attend the wedding as
member; also
insurance agent in Clindelicious party plate was served , McMinn, a new
Forrester's is conveniently located in downtown Fultonon Main
meeting and Mrs. Allen Kyle no formal invitations were mail- known
the
ton, was a member of the Masons.
Mrs. Mary Fowler of the Central gave the devotional followed by ed.
Street . . . right across from Bennett's Drug Store. Make Forby his widow; one
survived
is
Laws of
He
Beulah
Club; Mrs.
all repeating the "Lord's Prayer"
daughter, Mrs. Jimmy Weatherrester's your regular shopping stop for all of the little things
Brundige Club; Mrs. Vera Thom- A poem, "Effective Prayer", was
BIRTHS
ford of Clinton; his mother, Mrs.'
as of Bible Union; were visitors, read by Mrs. Edna Alexander.
You need,
Indianapolis,1
reW. E. Jackson of
who gave very interesting
secretary, Mrs. Hampton It's a Girl!
The
sisters, Mrs. John Hales
two
Ind.;
ports, other visitors were: Miss Brown read the minutes of the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Totty,
—USE OUR LAY-AWAY—
Howland of Indianw of Fulton, Mesdames
Flora Olir
and roll call was Fulton are the proud parents of and Mrs.
last meeting
Ruby, Doil and Virgie Phillips of answered by each member stating an eight pound, four ounce baby apolis, Ind.; a foster son, Capt.!
Morris Smith with the Air Force,
Line Club and Mn. Mar- "What they were most Thankful
gill born November 22, 1952 at rnd a granddaughter. He was alsol
Friday and Saturday ' State
gie Grace and daughter of Nashhospital.
for."
the Haws Memorial
Double Feature
a nephew of Mrs. Belle Cowell of
ville.
The Thanksgiving spirit pre- It's a Boy!
this city, and a cousin of Mac
The following officeis were
and Mrs. Glenn McAlistout the meeting
Capt.
through
vailed
Fulton, Ky.
Main Street, Next to Forrester's Shoe Shop
I
Cowell.
elected for next year as follows:
proud
are
for
Sunthe
a
Ohio,
made
er,
plans
were
Dayton,
and
-41
nine
pound,
a
sent
to
be
nine
shut-in.
to
a
of
box
parents
sh'ne
RE(
)
Phone 470 ;or Job Printing
Late in the aftarnoon a delici- ounce baby boy, Curtis Dane,
ous party plate was served by the born November 24, 1952 at the
hospital in Dayton.
hostess.
The December meeting will be
Mrs. McAlister is the former
Smart Gifts
in the home of Mrs. Ray Brown. Miss Ruth Ann Green of Fulton.
the
is
This will be an all-day meeting and Capt. Glenn McAlister
For The Home
and officers for the coming year son of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Mcof
attending
Alister
Fulton.
will be elected: Each
Knee Hole Desks
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For The Sportsman
,Give her the gift to permanently and safely
keep all her other gifts secure ... protected from dint,
damp, moths--safe with lock and key. Give her a beautiful
piece of furniturat just for her very own—a beautiful
CAVALIER CEDAR CHEST,
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in live woods and stylos you swolor as Sow as
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away Sunday
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ones is very ill.
isn't able to be up
foot as yet
reen's daughter is
school with scarlet
Russell taken very
t but resting betting.
. John
Hopkins
rs of Mr. and Mrs.
y.
Guy Lee spent
es parents, Mr. and
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Pharmacy for four
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Everyone is ekcited about getting out this week for Thanksgiving Holidays. Hope everybody
Brownies Hold
Former Faltoulan
has a lice vacation.
First
Meeting
Baptist Hospital
In
The Cayce
Homemakers ma
Two Brownie Girl Scout troops,
looking forward for a good crowd
R.
L Colley, minister of Use
made
up
of
girls
from
second,
Mr. Frank Vittetow, regional Tuesday night, Nov. 25th. At their
Fulton High News
third and fourth grades of Carr Church of Christ in West Memsupervisor of In Service Training, Play Party. Everyone is invited to
K. M. Winston, Prin.
Institute, held their first meet- phis, Ark., who formerly lived ir
will be prevent. He will bring attend.
Fulton, is reported improving at
ing Wednesday afternoon.
HONOR ROLL
with him a specialist in the field
Miss Marjorie Murphy of the
Troop 1 met at the First Baptist the Baptist Hospital in Memphis
First Six Weeks
of sociology.
State
Health
Department and
Church with Mrs. J. T. Green as His room number is 245.
Seniors—Boys:
School will be
dismissed at Mrs. Henline, the county nurse,
leader. Troop 2 met at First MethHe is a brother of Mrs. Pearl
Paul Argo, Tommy Philips.
noon.
spent Monday visiting our school
odist Church with Mesdames Jack Campbell of Holmes Street.
Girls:
Miss Murphy was very high in
Speight and Charlie Jones as
Hazel Bondurant, Martha CallMiss Vivian Caldwell, mathe- her praise of our Health
Proleaders.
son, Shirley
Easley, Fredrica matics teacher, was absent from gram. She was
amazed at the
Gibson, Shirley Honira, Shirley school last Tuesday and Wednes- quality of our
GIRL SCOUTS TO RECEIVE
Rashid, Ann Robbins, Mary Davis day due to illness. Mrs. Roland She showed twenty-cent lunch.
two films: "The
SPECIAL AWARDS
Weeks.
Green taught in her absence.
Story of Two White Rats" and
Mrs. Joe Hall announced today
JUNIORS—Boys:
"Something You Didn't Eat."
that there will be an investiture
Follis Bennett, Edwin BondurAssembly was held at H. H. S. The new books for the library
service and silver tea
Monday
ant, Donald Mac Speight
November 21. Miss Grace Barnes came in last week. There are a
night. December 1, at 7 o'clock at
Girls:,
announced that the annual schd614 tot of good ones, so students lets
the Woman's Club, for the girl
Jane Austin, Kay Cherry, Bev- Thanksgiving dinner will be ser-'feed them.
scouts. The public is cordially inerly Cursey, Betty Lou Davis, ved in the cafeteria Tuesday, Nov. The teachers and students were
vited to attend.
Mary
Ann
Hinkle, Patsy 25. The price of the dinner will delighted at the minstrel skit
Holder, Shirley Johnson, Cather- be 25c.
Friday afternoon, provided
by
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Williamine Smith, and Winkie Voegeli.
The students enjoyed a preview Jack Carter and three of the minson, Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. Dixon.
SOPHOMORES—Boys:
of the Minstrel which the Lions strel actors. Kay Bowen sang a
Messrs.
Ray Adams, J. L. Atwill,
Club-of Fulton presented at Ful- very inspiring song, which was
Jimmy Edwards.
C. N. Holland and Lucian Isbell
ton Monday and Tuesda y nights, enjoyed by all.
Girls:
have returned from the Kentucky
Carolyn Roberts, Myra Jackson, November 24 and 25.
At the District F. H. A. meetFarm Bureau Convention which
Nancy Jeffress, Joyce Fortner,
ing at Trigg County High, Cadiz,
was held at the Brown Hotel
Judy Harding, Anna
Basketball News
Edwards,
Kentucky, November 8th several
and Joan McClanahan.
After leading the entire game, members from the Cayce Chapter
FRESHMAN—Boys:
Hickman dropped a one point de- attended. Those attending were,
(None).
cision to Fancy Farm in the last Carolyn Jenkins, Canine Scearce,
Girls:
5 seconds of a rugged encounter Marie Thompson, Damon Ballow,
Janet Allen, Dianne Bennett, Tuesday night, November 18, at Mrs. Mack Scearce and Mrs. Roband Mollie Wiley. .
Fancy Farm.
ert Thompson. The program was
Note: The requirement for the
Hickma.n's Harold Uoyd Ross given by Lynn Grove Chapter,
honor roll is for the student to be was high
Barbara Tunnell Anderson looks over some of the Lincoln hooks
interesting on
point man
with 22 which was very
making all A's and B's.
at the price to fit
markers while Kilcoyne was high new ways to improve our chapter. that have fired her with such enthusiasm for tile entire family.
STUDENTS MAKING ALL A's: for Fancy Farm with 17 markers. An improvement to the school
Mrs. Anderson, is author of "Kentucky's Lincoln" whiah will be
your gift budget
Martha Ann Callison, Senior;
will be added during the Thanksproduced in Louisville next June.
Score by quarters
Roma Satterfield, Junior; Carolyn .
giving Holidays by our principal,
$15:uwosa $23.
UNDER
13 32 47 55 who will add a coat of varnish to
Roberts, Sophomore; and Nancy Hickman
•••1.•i.
Fancy Farm
10 25 44 56 the gym floor.
THANKSGIVING
Krt..
Jeffress, Sophomore.
PACK
Milton School News PARTY TONIGHT
Fancy Farm (56)
Mr. Heart Darnell, principal, is
Gordon,
Earl
Reporter
UNDER $30:
Forwards: Higdon 10, J. Gar- today announcing the second
UNDO $20:
(Too late for last week)
SO. FULTON SCHOOL NEWS
six
••.••••'••
The cub scouts will have their
land 6, Hunt.
weeks honor roll of all A's and
Pc.14. Tempe,.
UM,NA.
Friday,
November
14,
was
the
monthly
party
pack
tonight,
FriCenters:
Wed FeA.
B. Garland 15.
The Seniors reheived their class
20.1•16
B's students as follows:
last day of the open house. There day, at the First Methodist
liomm Sotemalr
Said hal
Guards: Kilcoyne 17, Hobbs,
rings Tuesday. Everyone is well
Honor Roll
were over a
hundred
people.
Church
$55
at
COMMIE:
7
o'clock.
All
cubs
and
Cash
8.
pleased with them.
First Grade:
ii.,..,.
•NI•
Monday some people from the K. their families are invited to atHickman (55)
%VI
The
P.K. 10
seventh
,
grade was in
.•••••••••
Maurice Carr Bondurant, Don
Forwards: Sanders 2, Kemp, 8, Daniel, Judith Hendon, Dianne U. showed us some pictures about tend.
charge of an assembly program
house wiring.
The blowing
dens will have
Thursday. The
program
was Minton 8, Moore.
Fuller, James Thomas McGehee, The
boys of
Centers: Ross 22, Blincoe.
made up of Hill-billy life with
Charles Harrison, George Burns, grades were seventh and eighth charge of the various programs:
accompanied by our Den No. 5 will present a brief
Jimmie Gibbs, class
president, Guards: Garrison 14, C. Ham- Rosalind Amberg, and Dianne
teacher to get trees for our school skit; Dens No. 8 and No. 10 will
mock 1.
presiding.
Roberts.
yard. The seventh grade girls al- have charge of the songs; Den No.
South Fulton will be the host
Second Grade:
In a hard fought
encounter, David Mass, Joe O'Conner, Ed- so got trees. We think our yard 2 will present an Indian Legend.
to the Obion County Education
will look much better with a few
There will be badges awarded!
Association Monday night Nov- Hickman dropped a ten point de- die :Willeams, Patsy Bolton, Elizatrees.
by cub master, Nelson Tripp.
!
ember 24. A luncheon will be ser- cision to Bardwell Friday night at beth Curlin, Joyce Lynn Davie,
Our
primary
teacher,
Mrs.
A new den has been organized
ved in the School Caftetria. Pre- Hickman.
Hattie Jane McClure, and Nancy Jackson,
was
ill
last
week.
We
are
in
East
Fulton.
It is Den No. 11 ,
Mason, Indians' center, scored Shutt
siding will be Mr. William Skiles
glad she is able to be back with and Mrs. Vyron Mitchell is tile
from Obion. The guest speaker 16 points to lead the offense of Third.Grade:
us.
new
den
mother.
will be Dr. Hugo Smiltnieck from both teams, but teammate Young
Phyllis Campbell, Lauise DanWe are all hoping to have a
and Hickman
forward, Kemp, iel, Donna Corot
Latvia.
Mabry, Janet thankful and enjoyable
ThanksONE FOR THE BOOKS
The South Fulton Red Devils were close .behind with 15 points McKinnims, Russell Bone, and giving.
Kentucky won a football game
and Deviliettes
Kennith Bradley.
will open their each.
in 1900 without running a single
basketball season
with Obion, Bardwell jumped into the lead Fourth Grade:
DXN ONE MEETS
offensive play during the contest
Friday night here. Being Obion second quarter and carried it the Sara Ann Atwill, Betty
Glenn
Den One met the the home of
Fowler, Joan Bondurant, Janet. it's den
useq their red snits the South Ful- rent ct the MAW.
mother, Mrs. E. E. WillFuller, Walter Buquette, Jr., Bob- iamson last
tem teams Will wear their white
Score by quarters:
Thursday afternoon.
suits.
•
Michael Staytm, Denner Wayne Anderson
Bardwell
10 24 37 52 by Harrison,
conducand
Gene
Evans.
Hickman
11 19 26 42
ted the meeting. We opened the
Fifth
Grade:
Bardwell
(52)
meeting with Merrell Davis leadHickman High School
Dalton Darnell, Jimmie Liliker, ing
Forwards: Young 15, Shrodes
(Paula Hornsby, Reporter)
us in the Cub Scout promise.
Phillip Mayfield, Robert Sutton, Denner
12.
Anderson called the roll
Kennie Wade, Martha
P. T. A.
Herring, and collected the dues. We
()enter: Mason 16.
ansThe Hickman P. T. A. meeting
Guards: Crouch 3,
Petrie 3, and Judy Wolberton.
wered the roll call with the name
Sixth Grade:
will be held on Wednesday, Dec- Hockins 3.
of a food
used for the
first
Johnny Brasfield, Nalie Burember 3, instead of December 2
Hickman (42)
Thanksgiving. Merrell Davis told
as scheduled, due to a city and
Forwards: Kemp 15, Sanders 2, ress, Sandra Bradley, Judy Jeff- an Indian legend. We played a
Press, Patricia Jeffress, Brady game.
county wide
teachers' meeting Minton 1, Moore.
Williamson, and Bobby Powell.
which will be held at Hickman
Center: Ross 9.
After inspection we closed the
High School on the afternoon of
Guards: Garrison 6, D. Ham- Seventh Grade:
meeting with Roland Carter leadGeorge
E.
Bondurant,
December 2.
Donald
mock 7, C. Hammock 2.
ing us in the Law. Roland Carter
Brown, Jimmy Williams, Martha furnished
refreshments.
Jackson, and Carolyn Harrison.
Roland Carter, Reporter.
Eighth Grade:
War da Jean Burns, Mary Charles Herring, Bonnie Sue Campbell, El Wanda Lawson, Patricia
Der One met at the home of
Jones, Lela Bell
Wiggins, and their den mother, Mrs. E. E. WillDan Wetherspoon.
iamson, Monday afternoon. DenNinth Grade:
ALL WOOL DRESSES (Values $25.00 and up)
ner Wayne Anderson conducted
Richard Scearce, Nina Yates, the meeting. We opened the meetAlso one group, Regularly $19.95
and Roberta Holly.
ing with Merrell Davis leap;ig us
Tenth Grade:
in the club promise. Denner AndAnother group, Regularly $17.95
Carole Alexander, and Damon erson called the roll and collectBallow.
ed the dues. We made and sent
Eleventh Grade:
out invitations to our parents to
Jane Dawes, Carolyn Jenkins, come to our pack meeting, NovMarie Thompson, Ruby McMurry, ember 28.
Ann Ballow, and Phillip Brown.
We had inspection and played
Twelfth Grade:
a game. We closed the meeting by
Percy Bridges, Charles
Ben- singing our theme song. Butch
ONE GROUP FOUNDATION GARMENTS Must Be Sold—
nett, and John Brown.
Buckingham furnished the
re-Reporters, Marie Thompson, freshments.
Some Marked As Low As Half Price
Janes Dat yes.
Roland Carter, Reporter.

Miternational
dierling
for Christmas.

IRBY'S

ANNUAL
AFTER-THANKSGINING

SALE

Fulton on Main
re. Make Fore little things

Begins Friday Morning, Nov. 28

LONG FABRIC GLOVES.Regularly $4.98
One group short gloves. Req. $2.98
Another group short gloves, Req. $1.98
SLIPS Req. $5.98 now $3.98; Req. $4.95 now
GOWNS Req.$7.95 now $4.98; Req. $3.98 now
A real thrill for your loved one
Christmas morning! Come in
now and choose her Lane!

995
strommlie•d modora
timrt inlood Amoricsa •ral. $
am. Soli-risins Interior traR,

ONE GROUP COAT SWEATERS Req. $10.95, now
$6.95
Other sweaters, regularly $7.95, now
$5.95
regularly $5.95, now
$3.95

A SMALL DOWN-PAYMENT HOLDS
YOUR SELECTIONS! VISIT OUR
BIG TOYLAND NOW!

HOME OWNED AND OTERATRD BY THAD PAGAN
LANE STREET
FULTON. KY.

HANDKERCHIEFS AND LINENS REDUCED
ONE GROUP OF RAINCOATS,GREATLY REDUCED
SCARS REDUCED

KOS
data
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Miss Bobbie Rucker of Indianapolis visited her
parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Rucker and her
Dukedom Routs Two eral weeks ago. She was a mem- sister,
Mrs. Brooks
Oliver and
ber of the Knob Creek Church of family this week-end.
Mrs. bonnie Cummings
Christ.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pratt, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Dick and
She is survived by a son, Arlie of Sacraniento, Calif.,
niece of
son of St. Louis are visiting his Marr, Dukedom; a daughter, Mrs. Mrs. R. Rucker
visited her Thursparents, Mr. and Mrs. Lois Dick Roy Puckett, Dukedom, and four day. The Brooks
°livers
enjoyed
grandchildren.
in Lynnville, Ky.
dinner with them.
Funeral services for Boone
Lois Dick in confined to
Our community extends its
his
Douthitt, 83, were held Sunday sympathy to
bed with heart trouble.
the Julius Vaughn
afternoon at 3 o'clock at the Byrn family in his
passing away, also
Mrs. E. M. Griffin of Latham, Funeral
Home
Mayfield.
in
.
the Nanney family.
Tenn., is slowly improving in the
Mr. Douthitt died unexpectedly
Mrs. Lola passed away SaturFulton hospital
where she has last Thursday. Burial was in the
day morning. Out of town relabeen a patient for the past five Highland
Park
cemetery.
tives attending the fluneral were:
weeks.
Little Cathy Rose visited her Mrs.
Montez Qualls, Denver and
Funeral services for Mrs. Daisy grandparent
s, Mr. and Mrs. Mace Billy Mac Ladd,
Marr, 65, were held at the Good Rose
Chattanooga.
of Dukedom last week.
Mrs. Hester Bennett went to
Springs Cumberland PresbyterDud Fuller moved this week to
Memphis
Tuseday
ian Church, with Bro.
for a physical
Garvin the Richard Johnston farm.
checit-up. We are so glad to reBrundige officiating. Burial was
Sam Moore move to the Pat
port that she is doing fine.
in the church.cemetery.
Hicks term.
Mr. Dean Terrell and children
Mrs. Marr died last Thursday
visited his mother: Mrs.
in the Fulton hospital, following
Mary
an accidental injury suffered sev- ROUTE FIVE NEWS Terrell, who is with her daugh-ter, Mrs. R,el,ma Jones of Ullmo,
(Too Late for Last Week)
Mo.
Mrs. Brooks Oliver

You can't mar its

matchless beauty!

Mrs. Ocie Yater, Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Brady
visited Mr. and ROUTE FOUR FULTON
Joyce Cruce
Mrs. Walter Permenter last week_
Mrs. Guy -Finch and daughter, David Clark spent the
Vava spent part of the week-end end with Mr. and Mrs. weekJunior
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cruce and Ronnie.
Wallace in Hornbeak.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Winstead has been induct- Earl Hutchison of
Clinton were:
ed into the army.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce and
Mrs. Ophelia Oliver, Mr. and Ronnie, David Clark
and
Mrs.
Mrs. I. B. Oliver of Memphis and Eva Clark.
Drew, Miss., spent the week-end
Sunday evening guests of Mr.
with Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Oliver and Mrs. Junior
Cruce were: Mr.
and Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Oliver.
and Mrs. Ernest Owsely and Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Glasco.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Revington
and Bettie visited Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Myers, Sunday.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Alvin Cruce were: Mrs.
Huston Turner and baby, Linda,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie J. Turner,
Dorothy Nell Polsgrove, Joy Ellison and Nancy Clark.
Mrs. Larvene
Turner
and
daughter spent the week-end with
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Cruce.

VOTTEST
Oil Reatet
Buy inTown!

1‘,,, 10,

RETURN ENGAGEMENT OF THE TURKEY
by Mork Gifford

UNCLE HANK SEZ:

Good to the last tidbit! That's the way the family talks turkey
when the holiday bird makes its return engagements in eye and app&
tite appealing dishes that rival the Thanksgiving feast for gvod eating.
It's good economy to buy one of the larger Table Dressed birds and
plan ahead of time to use it for a number of meals. Whether the leftover turkey is to be frozen for later use,or served the next day, you
will want to give it a new dress with that little something extra that
marks the artist's touch to good cookery. The kingly bird can have •
new look for each meal when served in creamed turkey on fluffy rice
or crisp Chinese noodles, turkey noodle scallop, turkey chop suey, or a
delightful told salad. Remember, too, to save the frame of the bird
for a tasty kettle of soup or for broth in casserole dishes.
Here's one of our favorite recipes for le,ft over turkey that has a
special "try me" appeal. It's an easy-to-make salad, and the special
touch is the slivered almonds that add such delightful flavor and texture to the salad. It's a hearty salad that will lend elegance to a
buffet supper or family dinner. You'll want to save this recipe to use
when the occasion calls for an easy dish to feed a crowd.
TURKEY SALAD
2 cups cubed cold cooked turkey
% cup toasted, ilivered
1 cup cut-up celery(% inch pieces)
almonds
1 tablespoon lemon juice
slices canned pineapple
% cup mayonnaise
Blend well all ingredients except the pineapple, seasoning to taste
with salt and pepper. Chill thoroughly and serve on crisp salad
greens. Garnish with half slices of pineapple. Makes 6 servings.

&pi loses Calamorm

FTJLTON ROUTE ONE
Shelba Clark

5
1
9
°

•Testt have shown that Super
Kem-Tone will withstand repeated washing with useful
household cleaners without
impairing its beauty.

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

by

Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce and
Ronnie and Mrs. Lt Cruce visited Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Clark and
family Saturday night and Sunday.
Davie Clark spent Saturday
night with Mr. and Mrs. Junior
Cruce and Ronnie.
Shelba and
Virginia
Clark
spent Saturday night with Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Clark.
Jimmy Wilkersoon, grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Wilkerson,
has the chicken pox.
A surprise birthday dinner was
given in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Clark by Mrs. Evonna
Clark in honor of her husband,
Raymond Clark.
Those present were: Mr. and
and Mrs. Finis Kutch, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert D. Young, Mr. and
Mrs. W. F. Weaver and Verline,
all of Water Valley, Mrs. Mriel
Roods, Sondra and Francis
of
Murray, and his sisters, Shelba
and Virginia Clark of Fulton.

Capt Tam I... Gibson, Priers Point. Miss.

WHAT FRANK AHLGREN SAID explained to him this way, saying
At a meeting in Jackson which "no son, the worm was not early,
was attended by most of our con- he was just getting home."
gressmen and Senator
Stennis,
HOOEY
Frank Ahlgren of the Commercial
Appeal made the flat statement
In the last several moaths we
that it would be better to risk an have heard
more "hooey" than
all out war with Russia, rather most of
us have ever heard in our
than to be slowly bled white, by life time.
Some people thook it
millions of Chinese soldiers who up like
a dry
of
were sent to the front by the Red smaller minds.sponge, those
government. He said to use all
We have a large part of our
weapons we could put into ac- citizenry
who are easily led into
tion. He recerved quite a round of
applause.
Senator John Stennis said that
after spending the billions of dollars we have spent in preparation
IT'S HUM
that we have not yet reached the
stage where we can afford to run The Sensational New Inventioi.
FULL SIZE, BIG CAPACITY
Sutherland's litDm Truss
this risk.
He took the stand that we must No Belts — No Straps — No
GENUINE
Odors.
not do anything that would make
Approved by Doctors — The
Russia turn on us, at present.
World's Most Comfortable
There seems to be such a devergence of opinion on this matter.
Trusts,
Rock Springs News Two
senators have told me that
Nettie Lee Copelen
we have atomic bombs in strageCIRCULATING OIL HEATER.
CITY DRUG CO.
Luther Veatch visited Marshall tic locations which will command 455 take St.
Fulton
and Johnnie Moore Sunday.
the eastern front of Europe and
will
Mrs.
Colen
disable
Brown
spent
Russia
awhile
to
a
point
Heats plenty! Big capacity oil
Monday afternoon with Mrs. Ella where she will
not be such a
heater with genuine Duo-Therm
formidable antagonist.
Veatch.
beating efficiency!
But on the other hand we are
Mrs. Nettie Lee Copelen, Marie
Heats beautifully,' Superb new
and Mrs. Nora
Copelen spent forbidden to use the atomic bomb
styling,rich brown finish, brass
Monday with Mr. and Mrs. A. E. on the North Koreans Ilk.- we
door pull!
used it on the Japanese. We must
Green.
Mrs. Viola Howell was admit- not blockade the Chinese coast,
Heats clean' Exclusive Dual
ted to the Fulton hospital Mon- we must not destroy the munition
Chamber Burner is clean burnday.
deposits just on the other side of
ing on high or low fire setting
Martha Kay
Copelen visited the Yalu river. They will permit
and gives more heat from every
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. the use of Korean troops but we
drop of oil.
A. E. Green, Friday night.
must not use any of the NationalExtra value feceursLikutomatic
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and ist troops of the Chinese to take
Draft Minder . ._,_ Waste StopMrs. Ella Veatch visited awhile the place of the American boys
per... Coordinated Controls.
Sunday afternoon with Mr. and who are being slaughtered.
Mrs. Edd Byrd.
A couple of years ago, I was
Fay Jackson spent the week- with two major generals who had
Prices Tart At
end with Martha Kay Copelen.
come in from the front.
They
were old friends and I chided
them
T D-ENIED
because they had failed to
make a dent in the ranks of the
University of
Kentucky full- enemy. I soon learned I had said
back Allen
Felch is the team's the wrong thing and it was
bitterleading runner with 440 yards to ly resented.
They said to me "rehis credit on 83 carries, but he member this was
was
not
MAIN ST.
PHONE 201
planned
has yet to score a touchdown this by the -army.
Our plans were
season.
thrown in the wastepaper basket.
The politicians have planned it
and we are to fight a war that
will bring us nothing but disaster.

re
:
is
Guaranteed*
Washable!

VUOTHERM

devious paths becalms they do not forms too meal ileDrePer
relaundentand that our political tionships between the citizens agd
leaden are human beings,td are their government. 'II* is so beenthusiastic *bout any Measure eaulle it requires that sovereign
that will Increase their power.
power be used in too many faPrank Ahlgren, speaking of • stances. Sovereign power and free
nominee for the president, de- enterprise do not go hand in hand.
clared he would support a measure that would permit the president to take other industry at any
time he felt it was necessary (like
Truman took over the steel industry) for the good of the nation. He brought out the idea of "TO FIND OUT WHAT
how a politician could solve the
MHO Of MAN A FELLER IS.
riddle better than
those
who
knew the business from end to JEST 'TAKE HIM ON A
end.
PEW OASIS CAMPIN•
It must be expected that they
-TRIP!
will recommend government controls because this increases their
security and their power. The
urge for power and selfishness,
makes• the so called liberal feel
that although it has never been
done before, he can make such
machinery produce
abundance
and freedom instead of fear and
want. But it doesn't work out that
way as that kind of a government

RUPTURE

41far.es.. ea•Tvetle So

Now To Relieve

Bronchitis

Creomulsion relieves promptly because
it roes into the bronchial system to
1221t_
loosen in.41 expel germ laden
and aid a.tare to soothe and
Q
uiTaw, tender, inflamed broschisl
membranes. Guaranteed to please yoga
or money refunded. Creomulsion hes
at
the test at minim of news.

Prompt repair service on AN'Y
make of radio at City Electric!
Large stocks of tubes, transformers, speakers and other essential parts ab vays on hand.
Bring us your radios to be repaired.

(ITY
RIC
c ALESELECT
SERVICE

CREOMUESION

40!••235COMMECAIAL

WHITN EL
FUNERAL HOME
408 EDDINGS STREET
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

Phone

88

•ffisvwft

Phone

Contract Funeral Home for and Member of
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial AmoesiaLiem,

FOR ALL'ROUND
FAMILY ENJOYMENT
We stock only the latest models!
WESTINGHOUSE - ADMIRAL- PHILCO
MOTOROLA - RCA
Boosters, aerials, parts, etc on hand for complete installation
and maintenance.
—YOUR TELEVISION HEADQUARTERS—

ROPER RADIO SERVICE
324 Walnut Street

Phone 1540

$57.00
BENNETT ELECTRIC

Sawyers Market
234 EAST FOURTH STREET

PHONE

WHAT I HEARD
The father told the son to remember that it was the early bird
that caught the worm. The bright
son came right back at him: "Yes
but if the worm had not been early he would not have been
caught." But the wise old father

MARTI.N•SENOUR

aZor&Pa
Prompt service!
Yes Madam! A phone call
to "75" brings good food,
meats and groceries to your
door.
... in all kinds of weather. Try us today; our goal is
to please you.

ENAMEL

Seery Arty,
iwwileossod
estioriaril Dries WTI
IlenwrsLdp.
Nets Yak.. rimplo weor.
Ude deep wire sod

ewe

as-

lessew
sews.
rferliCil POI ALL .10011.

I Exchange Furniture Co.
207 Church

Phase $S

Nom

A

AusloweN:k

ItY bh.r0F0r relaPen the citizens ask!
ent. This is so beres *lit sovereign
in too many laden power and free
Lot go hand in hand.

HANK SEZ:
)UT WHAT
N A FELLER IS,
E HIM ON A
$ CAMPIN.

• service on AN'
o at City Electric!
of tubes, trailsken nd other esab vays on hand.
a. radios to be re-

LECTRIC(t.
• CERVICE

mu

Of
HARRIS FORK

VILLAGE GREENS IS
GOLF COURSE NAME

ing swore name the name chosen was thought to tie in .most
closely with the idea of the park
as a community vacation area.

The golf course at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park has been
named The Village Greens, Henry
Ward, Commissioner of Conservation, announced today.
Ward said that after consider-

The Village Greens is a ninehole course which was completed
last spring. The course is continuing open for play, with the
winter greens having been put
into use recently.

wouldn't marry no man".
"Well he was the only one that
asked me."
"Where is he now?"
"I think he will be here tomorrow—I hope so anyway."
"I hope he dues too. Any dame
that travels two
hundred and
seventy two miles for a mere man
deserves a couple of 'em.
"Come on Hollis that calls for
bending your elbow twice".
—Bill of Harris Fork.

Phone 470 ;or Job Printing

MARTIN-SENOUR
MONARCH
HOUSE PAINT
for body awl He

FURNITURE

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO

VIE
Dr

thanks to God, so they called the
Indians together and feasted and
gave thanks.
This is what I think we
Each year the various classes in
should
do today instead of just
G
is
for
God.
He
the city schools
away
eating and Visiting with friends
commemorate I is for illness is our King,
—then
it is hard to And built the land we
the celebration of Thanksgiving
love today. and kinfolks.
sing.
by writing appropriate themes on
A Thanksgiving Prayer
V is for victory which we have
the subject. This year the custom
They lived and hunted with the
Dear Lord, we thank Thee for
won.
was repeated and the News is
Indians true.
this day to come together and
pleased to reprint several of the I is for Ike—he's just the ohe.
And when the first hard winter
Going into the Seelbach Hotel
feast and give thanks for all that
N is for Nation—how great it
most
for dinner one evening (I
outstanding
was through
Thou haat given us.
poems and
may be.
themes. They are significant of
wasn't paying for the dinner) I
(Judy Browning, 7-II)
G is for guidance—we need it
the way the Thanksgiving celeThey both gave thanks to God
met the Governor coming out. I
from thee.
bration is felt by the students.
above
said, "Gov, have you been up takSteve The Orphan Boy
They follow:
For guiding them with his love.
One morning while Sarah, the ing your Saturday night bath"?
Thanks
giving
cook,
(Rober
What you mean Saturday night
was
t
Bone,
doing the dishes Sue
What Thanksgiving Means To Me
7-1)
The Pilgrims came over for their
Johnson, the Johnson's only child, bath? You been reading ancient
(By Anne Fall, 7th)
freedom in the
was talking about the next day mythology?
Thaningivhig
T is for thanks the live long day, The Indians showedyear of 1820.
them how to They
which was Thanksgiving. It was "No, Gov, I just rememb
worked until the day was
H is for houses in which we play,
er the
plant corn,
not going to be a happy holiday lesson taught
done,
me by
A is for all wonderful things,
my dad
Then same winter which made
for
Sue's
mother
and
blamed
father
were
Mammy. If I didn't take
The little Pilgrims one by one
K is for kindness and what it
them mourn.
in Europe, and she did not know my Saturday nite bath
brings.
in the RivThe winter was so cold that many Planning in a happy way
when
they
would
be
er
home.
Shanno
n on whose banks we
S is for satisfaction and all of
Planni
ng for Thanksgiving Day.
died,
About
10:00
o'clock
lived,
Sue
Mammy
went
would tell my
those things,
But those that died, died with
for a walk. As she went by the Daddy and I got the
And soon arrived that very day
Shilahah
pride.
Orphanage she heard someone good and enough". So
They
bowed
my next
their
heads for them crying.
Soon they set a side a day to feast
Sue looked around, and stop was the river Shannon.
to
pray
and to pray.
The Gov, said, "I am not talkAnd I am sure that they did say, saw a boy. She asked him what
On and on this great country
he was crying about.
ing for
publication but as you
"Let
us call this Thanksgiving
grew, until it is what is is
lie
said,
"I
am
crying because I asked the question I'll
Day.
today.
am not going to get a turkey for that I did. You under tell you
stand I
(By Diane Wright, 7th)
We still remember from the start Thanksgiving. I am Steve Wag- need the Democratic vote so keep
ner."
Sue
said
that
that
he
under
might
your bonnet. Good
of the little Pilgrims' hearts
Thanksgiving
And we are thankful as we pray come home with her if it was al- Day."
The Pilgrims sailed the ocean
right
with
the
Orphan
age.
They
For another Thanksgiving Day.
The Gov. is a pretty good guy
blue,
said that he could spend the holi- so
(Janice Kay Byrd, 7-1)
I'll
They sailed about 1622.
day with her. Steve and Sue had hard keep my trap shut. It is
to forget the lesson learned
a happy Thanksgiving after all.
in
chilhood especially when
Thanksgiving
And when they landed on the
(Christine Sons, 7-1)
taught
to the tune of a shilahlah.
Today many of us visit our
sand,
I stepped into the Dining Room
grand-parents, friends, aunts, and
They learned to love this new
STOLL FIELD HISTORIC
and there was Hollis West shakuncles on Thanksgiving. We go
land.
Stoll Field, home gridiron of ing
dice for a doggone good twoand have a big dinner.
Kentucky's Wildcats, is recognizfor-a-nickle cigar. Along comes a
When we are finished (we say, ed as the birthplace of
They came from England far
"Oh, that was a grand meal", and inter-collegiate football Southern Wac and I made a very elaborate
. The first Durbinesque bow. Hollis
don't think anymore about it. But grid contest ever
asked
played in the me if I knew her.
doing this we forget how Thanks- South took
place on the field that is Miss Americ "Why Hollis
a. Didn't
giving started and who started it. April 9, 1880, betwee
n old Ken- notice how nice that unifor you
When our forefathers landed in tucky University and
m fitCentre Col- ted her, she was poured
America they had a hard time, lege. Ironically, U.
into it."
of K. did not She came from Fort
Knox and is
the first winter, but when winter play on the field until
the next on her way to West Point.
She is
was over they made friends with year.
Secreta
ry
to
one of the big brass
the Indians. They helped the InEr Church St.
Phone It
there."
He
appear
ed satisfied.
dians and the Indians helped UK STINGY WITH
GROUND
About that time Hollis spoke
them. One thing the Indians did
Kentucky has achieved its vic- to
Complete Stocks
a
lady
dolled
up
like Mrs. Aswas to teach our forefathers how tories this season by
stopping tor's pet horse. "What brings you
to grow corn. After they had a their opponents' ground
attack. from Union City to this den
good harvest they decided to give In the four games won
of
by the iniquity?"
Wildcats, the
opposition
has "Why I am going to get married
managed to tally only three times
tomorrow".
and in each instance by passing.
"Why you told
me that you

Night

c Phone
abet of
adation.In

Enjoy a delicious
dinner here served
in the pleasant
atmosphere Of our
modern dining
room.

Mosi Complete Stock

Delicious Steaks
Tasty Chops
Golden Fried Chicken
Seafoods
Plate Lunches
Sandwiches

—OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY—

ZIPPY CAFE

N

*PHD
'MINT

sleet models!
- PHILCO

OWNED AND OPERATED BY JOE HORNER
51 Just North of By-Pass

A G -E TWO-OVEN RANGE AT SUCH
A COME-AND-GET-IT PRICE!

Highway

gete installation

ICE
Phone 15441

TWO-OVEN

Constellation
"Speed Cooking"

Hors's two-ovon cooking with
Pushbutton controls in this glistening 0-B Range—at a price that
make' it one of the greatest values'
we've offered this year(
Come in and see how two-oven
cooking makes meal preparation so
easy—and so fast!
Broil your lounburoon or steak
aid bake potatoes os dassora—al
tin lams drool

See this wonder range today!

Limited quantities,

FULTON HARDWARE AND FURNITURE COMPANY
Lake Street

Phone 1
Authorized Dealer

GENERALOELECTRIC
RANG'S

Who could be mole prthid than the anirTio
walks into the kitchen with the evidence of a
successful hunting trip in his hand... unless
it's the lady of the house who has just installed
a new automatic electric range?
Whether k's fowl or fish it will be done to
perfection when baked or broiled on an electric

KENTUCKY

•

range. An

electric

range makes good

cooks

better cooks.

Enjoy the cleanliness, convenience
and automatic features of modern
cooking—electric cooking. See the many
new models now on display at your
favorite dealer.

UTILITIES

Electricity Is Today's Biggest Bargain

COMPANY
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Last Rites For
Mrs. Daisy Marr
SAVE $101).

the Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson and
family and George Ed of Dresden spent employed at Detroi
and Mrs. Roy Emerson.
t, Mick
were: Mr. and Mrs. Billie Simp- I the
week-Ond with he Pair
Weic
aviaitcEs of
Ili. and Mrs. Harry Yates were etni. Mr. and Mrs.,
New debt= awning
ItarSeed A4-Mr. and Mte,,
Estails. •
Funeral services were conduct- in lia3rfteld shopping Thursday
machines. Lifetime vagrant's.
141d
Ong ORM
anu and WO
,?NAY."
Sgt "eridConsoles, Portables, desks. Uses ed for Mrs. Daisy Marr, 65, who afternoon.
LituesEll IPetit
Mrs. Lemuel. Simon, irreisia—
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Coal-fired hot water heater, practically brand-new, with water
pipe fittings and what flue pipe
we have on it. Going for less
than half-price;
$10.00 CASH.

We cordially invite you to visit us....
we have gathered a lovely array of
smart furniture and furnishings for

THE NEWS OFFICE

All one-sucker tobacco growers in Western
Dark Air-Cured District.
All five of Murray, Kentucky, auction sales
floors will begin receiving Dark Air-Cured
(One-sucker) tobacco Friday morning, December 5th, for the opening sales to be held Thursday, December 11th, 1952. Time of receiving for
this type tobacco will be from 7 o'clock in the
morning until 7 o'clock in the evening, each
week-day.
The large sales floors at Murray provides
ample room for unloading and receiving of
grower's tobacco, and to also make the most attractive display of it for the highest market
prices. ALL one-suck tobacco delivered to Murray prior to date of sales will be sold in the first
sales day offerings. ALL buyers of this type tobacco will be represented on the Murray market. You will do well with the sale of your aircured tobacco at Murray, Kentucky.

GROWERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
PLANTERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
FARRIS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
DORAN'S LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
OUTIAND'S LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
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LIVING ROOM SUITES
$169.95

ONE - SUCKER TOBACCO SALES OPENS
AT MURRAY DECEMBER 11TH

as

gift—giving ... and we are ready now
help make this your merriest Christmato
ever. Shop early this year; come now!s
BEAUTIFUL 2-PIECE

Commercial Ave. Phone 470

j,

Lovely Frieze in the smart colors both fron
t and
back. Two cushion sofa; double coil spri
ng construction walnut trim.
(Others, in a wide-variety of covers
, up to $318.00)

be
thc

Mirrors Are Always
Welcome
Plate glass mirrors add a distinctive decorating touch
to
home. Plain, beveled
edge
styles,

$9.95 to $29.95

• Refrigerators • Ranges
•
• Hot Water Heaters • Frozen FoodWashers
Lockers
—Wonderful Christmas Gifts—

Frame mirrors, all sizes, up
from, $15.95.

a
ne

Smart, mahogany - finish cocktail,
tables. Always usefta, always welc end and
ome.

PLATFORM ROCKER
$23.95 UP
Smart plastic covers.
Durable tapestry covers.
"Loaf-A-While" rockers, with
ottoman; plastic cover.
We also have a wonderful
array of

TABLE LAMPS
BOUDOIR lamps in assorted
china and
milk-Blau; Pastel shades. . . from

II

a
WE HAVE PLENTY OF

PICTURES

Florals and scenes in
mahogany, blond or gilt frames
, from

98c
Ovals in Jenny Lind,
ern Belle, Major Biddle South-

$4.25 and $7.85
SEVEN-WAY

FLOOR LAMPS
$13.95
Gleaming

enamel finish; marbelized ..insert base
nite Lite;
all-rayon shades.

SAMSON CARD TAMS
Known for strength and beauty.

FURNITURE COMPANY
Walnut319-2

